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Executive Summary
Tobacco packaging is one of the last avenues for tobacco advertising and promotion, 
particularly in countries where the  tobacco industry’s marketing activities are restricted with the 
implementation of a comprehensive ban on tobacco advertising, promotion, and sponsorship in 
mass media and at points-of-sale. Even with the introduction of pictorial health warnings (PHW) 
on tobacco packages, the tobacco industry has maximised the remaining package surface areas 
to market and reach out to both smokers and non-smokers.

This report analyses cigarette packaging design strategies and promotional elements used by 
industry to subvert and dilute the e�ectiveness of existing regulations on pictorial health 
warnings and bans on tobacco advertising, promotion, and sponsorship that are implemented 
in ASEAN countries. A multidisciplinary approach including applying the principles of semiotics 
and marketing techniques is employed to analyse the packs because a cigarette pack is an 
e�cient advertising mini- billboard, outlasting its contents (cigarettes) even when discarded.

Generally, most packs were rectangular, hard-type, �ip-top boxes made to contain 20 standard 
cigarettes. A minority were soft packs, containing less than 20 sticks of cigarettes (kiddie packs 
that make smoking a�ordable to the poor and the youth), or were lipstick packs containing slim 
cigarettes (appealing to girls and women as they look more elegant with slim cigarettes held 
between the �ngers). One pack, Dji Sam Soe (Indonesia), had a side panel opening, allowing 
more inside space to carry a lengthy brand description. Also common in Indonesia were 12-stick 
packs (Dji Sam Soe, Djarum Super, Gudang Garam) and 16-stick packs (L.A. Menthol and 
Sampoerna A Mild). 

A detailed pack analysis found that tobacco companies capitalised on package spaces not 
allocated for health warnings to advertise and promote their brand to smokers and potential 
smokers. PHWs are therefore not only able to communicate the dangers of tobacco use but their 
size is also critical, being inversely proportional to the space left for tobacco companies to 
exploit for product advertisements and promotions. Indonesia has a PHW size of 40% on each 
side of the main panels, the smallest among ASEAN countries, while Thailand imposes the 
largest (85%) PHW. 

Regardless of PHW size, tobacco brand and variant names are printed in large, bold, coloured, 
designer fonts in a prominent location. Other promotional characteristics of the pack include the 
use of: 
• Di�erent manufacturing materials (soft and hard packs) and colours known to in�uence 

purchasing decisions combined with attractive graphic designs:
 • Bevelled edges and textured pack surfaces with embossing/debossing;
 • Gold to symbolise wealth, grandeur, prosperity, sparkle, glitz, and glamour;
 • Metallic inks and hot foil stamping to imply product quality;
 • Inside foils and papers, often textured and embossed with the brand name/logo;
 • Resealable �aps;
 • Coloured tear tapes (majority are transparent).
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• Logo, colour, graphics, and design associated with brand identity 
 • Red chevron of Marlboro, soaring eagle of Winston;
 • Famous landmark images to evoke nationalistic spirit, e.g. Vietnamese brand Thang   

 Long uses the Hanoi Flag Tower as its trademark;
 • Coat of arms to give the perception of “quality or class”;
 • Signature of the person who established the company as a product endorsement; 
 • Fruit images (e.g. red and green apples) for fruit-�avoured cigarettes.
• Product or brand descriptors using words, numbers, symbols, or diagrams, e.g. tar and 

nicotine levels or featuring the �lter used (e.g. charcoal �lter) to give the impression that the 
cigarette is safer. 

• Card inserts that carry descriptions or advertisements of the product.

Promotional design elements also appear in other panels of the pack. The side panels often carry 
the brand name and logo, information about the manufacturer, trademark, and barcode. The top 
and bottom have the brand name and, in about 40% of the packs analysed, have an icon or a 
crest associated with the brand. The security ink feature is often printed on the bottom of the 
pack. Trademarks, logos, brand names, or even descriptors are printed on the collar which might 
be coloured. 

To eliminate tobacco advertising and promotion through packaging, including design features 
that make tobacco products attractive, all ASEAN countries should urgently adopt plain or 
standardised packaging as recommended in the Guidelines for Implementation of Articles 11 
(Packaging and Labelling) and 13 (Tobacco Advertising, Promotion and Sponsorship) of the 
World Health Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC). 
Standardised packaging includes: 
• Standardised package shape, size, colour (pantone 448c), material, and pack opening 

method, including the collar around the pack opening and all inner surfaces; without any 
decorative ridges, embossing, debossing, or irregularities of shape or texture;

• Standardised font style, size, location, and colour for the brand and variant names of the 
product, the name and address of producer/manufacturer; 

• Standardised internal front and rear foils with no texture, image, pattern, embossing, 
debossing, or anything printed other than what is stipulated in the law;

• Standardised outside wrapper using a colourless, transparent, and plain tear strip without 
mark;

• Standardised cigarette dimensions (length and diameter);
• Standardised colour of cigarette �lter and should not have anything (e.g. brand name) 

printed around the circumference;
• Prohibition of logos, mark, trademark, colours, brand images or promotional information, 

descriptors and emissions yield statements (speci�c levels of tar, nicotine, and carbon 
monoxide) on the pack; 

• Prohibition of pack inserts or onserts;
• Transparent and unscented glue;
• Mandates for the placement of tax stamp on the side panel without concealing the PHWs on 

the main panels.



Complementary measures to standardised packaging include:
• PHW size should be at least 85% (the larger, the better) and be located at the upper part of 

the pack;
• Ban the use of external sleeves on cigarette packs that conceal health warnings;
• Strengthen enforcement to con�scate packs that violate the misleading descriptors ban and 

take legal action against any violators; and 
• Ban cigarette pack display at point-of-sale (POS). Only three countries in the ASEAN – 

Thailand, Brunei, and Singapore have banned cigarette pack displays.
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“In the absence of any other marketing messages, our packaging....is the sole communicator of our 
brand essence. Put another way, when you don’t have anything else – our packaging is our 
marketing.”
                     –  Philip Morris, 27 May, 19941

One hundred eighty countries and the European Union (as of 14 July 2017),2 covering more than 
90% of the world population, are State Parties to the World Health Organization (WHO) Framework 
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), which came into force in 2005. With a growing number of 
countries implementing various tobacco control measures in line with the WHO FCTC, including 
prominent pictorial health warnings and comprehensive bans on tobacco advertising, promotion, 
and sponsorship (TAPS), the tobacco package is one of the last avenues for tobacco industry 
marketing. 

To understand the importance of the tobacco package, we have to understand the history of 
commercialisation of cigarettes that began with the second Industrial Revolution (1870-1914).

Before the advent of machine-rolled cigarettes in the late 19th century, tobacco was consumed in the 
form of snu�, chewing tobacco, pipes, or hand-rolled cigars and cigarettes. Ready-made cigarettes 
were laboriously hand-rolled by factory workers, who could only produce 3,000 sticks per day,3  and 
thus were considered luxury or novelty items. The second Industrial Revolution spurred various 
technological developments, including the invention of cigarette-rolling machines circa the 1860s. 
Early machines were unreliable for mass production of cigarettes, but that changed in 1880 when 
Bonsack invented a machine that could roll “a capacity of 100,000 cigarettes per day of ten hours;”4  
although in reality it could only produce about 20,000 sticks in 10 hours because of machine 
breakdowns.5 Over the next six years machine improvements enabled it to produce 4 million 
cigarettes a day,6  and by 2006, further technological advances allowed fully automated machines to 
roll 20,000 cigarettes per minute4 or an output of 1.2 million cigarettes per hour. This technological 
achievement, combined with improved distribution e�ciency, helped propagate smoking 
prevalence to a global scale.

In 1935, cork �lters were incorporated into cigarettes, the original objective of which was to prevent 
tobacco �akes from getting into the smoker’s mouth. Even then, �lter tips were called ‘beauty tips’ 
targeted at women and advertised as “Moist lips are thrilling lips! Keep them soft, alluring.” 7

This was the next stage, the battle for the mind through aggressive marketing to match mass 
production and drive consumer demand. Like other companies, tobacco companies compete to 
attract customers and entice them to use their products. Products need to be marketed and so, in 
1930, the American Tobacco Company, maker of Lucky Strike cigarettes, became the �rst to publish 
an advertisement to claiming that “20,679 Physicians say ‘LUCKIES are less irritating” to the throat.8  

 

Chapter 1: Packaging is Marketing
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Other tobacco companies capitalised on such health claims until they could no longer convince the 
medical fraternity to endorse its products in the face of growing evidence linking smoking and lung 
cancer in the 1950s.

When Reader's Digest in December 1952 featured an article, Cancer by the Carton,9 that discussed 
recent scienti�c papers such as the British Medical Journal (BMJ) paper by Doll and Hill published in 
1950 showing “that there is a real association between carcinoma of the lung and smoking,”10 the 
Tobacco Industry Research Committee (composed of industry representatives), responded with A 
Frank Statement to Cigarette Smokers, published in January 1954 as a full-page advertisement in over 
400 newspapers across the US, to allay smokers’ fears and portray tobacco products in a positive 
light, countering that experiments linking cigarette smoking to lung cancer “are not regarded as 
conclusive in the �eld of cancer research”11 before overwhelming evidence emerged in the American 
Surgeon General’s Report, Smoking and Health (1964)12 and, The Health Consequences of Smoking 
(1967)13 that linked smoking to a myriad of other diseases.

At around this time, �lter-tipped cigarettes were being advertised to convince smokers that �lters 
make smoking safer. Most people fail to realise that �lters can only partially remove tar, nicotine, and 
other toxic constituents of cigarette smoke.

Later, the tobacco industry punched holes in the �lter paper to allow air in to dilute the mainstream 
smoke, resulting in ‘mild’ or ‘light’ cigarettes that purportedly deliver less tar and nicotine. However, 
in reality, the perforations are often closed by the �ngers or lips, resulting to the smoker “getting as 
much or more nicotine and tar as he would have gotten from a regular cigarette.”14

While the industry knew about the hazards 
of its products since the 1950s, it not only 
placed the onus of proof of health harms on 
the government and the responsibility of 
use on the consumer but also deceptively 
introduced �lters and light/mild cigarettes 
as harm reduction devices. Subsequently in 
2008 the WHO published Tobacco Industry 
Interference with Tobacco Control detailing 
industry e�orts to thwart tobacco control.15  

Figure 1: Majority of smokers in low- and 
middle-income countries had little or no education. 
Thus, advertisements portraying mountaineering 
and adventure o�er a form of escapism for these 
people who often toil to make ends meet (Malaysia, 
2004).
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Advertising is critical to business growth, and the tobacco industry is no exception. Globally, 
companies spend billions of dollars on advertising (Table 1), and it is not surprising that tobacco 
companies do the same (Table 2). 

The tobacco industry is in the business of selling nicotine, an addictive drug like cocaine or heroin.18  
Tobacco advertising and promotion undermine public health messages on tobacco harms and 
deceptively entice youths who are vulnerable to marketing messages and who become long-term 
customers once they are addicted, even when they know that tobacco use is detrimental to their 
health.

Tobacco advertisements are very focused as revealed by a former tobacco marketing specialist in an 
interview for the movie documentary Tobacco Conspiracy: The Backroom Deals of a Deadly Industry, “It 
is very sophisticated marketing: quantitative research, qualitative research, focus groups, group and 
individual interviews, pre-testing, post-testing. We try to deconstruct the consumer.”19  If we observe 
cigarette advertisements over the years we �nd that they have been carefully crafted for speci�c 
market segments with speci�c marketing messages.20

• Health professionals’ endorsement. 
• Health bene�ts of smoking. 
• Disguising pseudoscience as ‘scienti�c authority’ to support the bene�ts of smoking. 
• Filters to deceive smokers that �lter-tipped cigarettes are less harmful. 
• Bene�ts of mentholated cigarettes.
• Mild, light, super, and ultra light cigarettes to target health-conscious smokers.
• Smoking to ‘calm the nerves’ of o�ce workers, sportsmen, and adventurers.
• Giving the impression that smoking will make a person slim.
• Enticing youths to emulate adults in smoking and looking ‘cool’.
• Use of cartoons, e.g. Joe Camel caricature in 1990s to entice children.
• Tobacco industry also created advertisements speci�cally for di�erent races such as Latin 

Americans, African Americans, British, Chinese, and Indian.

Year 2010        2011           2012            2013    2014            2015           2016

488.48        513.56       545.76         584.14    630.59         682.89        722.35Billion USD

Table 1: Global advertising spending and projected expenditure16

Year

8.052             8.373          9.176            9.004          8.071           8.303           8.706Billion USD

Table 2: Cigarette advertising and promotional spending in the USA17

2010        2011           2012            2013    2014            2015           2016
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As marketing guru Al Ries points out in his book The 22 Immutable Laws of Marketing, “marketing is a 
battle of perceptions, not products.”21 In marketing, advertisements often associate a product with 
positive attributes such as protection, quality, glamour, sexual attraction, and success, all of which 
can be found in tobacco advertisements, often associating tobacco products with a glamorous or 
adventurous lifestyle and dissociating them from their real dangers to health.

A prime example of tobacco advertising and promotion is the iconic Marlboro cowboy that 
appeared in US advertisements between 1954 and 1999. The power of perception is demonstrated 
in cigarette sales of Marlboro, which stood at USD 5 billion in 1955, when the Marlboro Man 
campaign started, and which shot up to USD 20 billion, representing a 300% increase, after just two 
years.22 

Another example is the Camel cigarette mascot, Joe Camel, which �rst appeared in 1987 and was 
promoted for 10 years by RJ Reynolds (RJR) until it ended its Joe Camel advertising campaign under 
the pressure of litigation,23 the US Congress, and public interest groups. A study published in The 
Journal of the American Medical Association in 1991 had shown that 6-year old children recognised 
Joe Camel as frequently as Mickey Mouse.24 It was also shown that the sale of Camel cigarettes was 
only USD 6 million when Joe Camel advertisements started, but in 1993 teenage smokers alone 
accounted for about USD 476 million of Camel sales.25 Camel sales increased almost 80-fold in just 
�ve years.

Such evidence has led a growing number of governments to restrict and ban tobacco 
advertisements, promotion, and sponsorship in line with the WHO FCTC. Singapore enforced a 
complete tobacco advertising ban as early as 1971. In such restrictive environments, the 
promotional value of the tobacco package has become even more important. As revealed in Tobacco 
Conspiracy: The Backroom Deals of a Deadly Industry, the “primary communication medium for the 
brand is the package,” and manufacturers are constantly working on packs, which are the “canvas of 
their image…which regulations don’t allow them to develop elsewhere.”26 
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“Packaging is an integral marketing strategy to glamorize a product in order to attract the 
consumer’s attention. Many consumers will judge a product by its packaging before buying it, so 
creating compelling and alluring stationary will build �rst-time buyers intrigue.”
               –  AS Advertising27

Like other commercial product packages, the cigarette pack functions beyond merely protecting its 
contents from damage. It communicates information to consumers, including a brand’s identity, and 
enables brand recognition by consumers, such as Coca-Cola’s iconic contoured bottle.”28

In a similar way, Philip Morris wanted a 
“bold, masculine-type package” for the 
1954 relaunch of its Marlboro brand,29  
a pivotal change from its initial 
marketing of Marlboro in 1924 as a 
cigarette for ladies. Coupled with the 
Marlboro cowboy imagery, the �ip-top 
or hinge-lid pack’s “rugged durability 
[became] part of the brand’s masculine 
image”. It supplanted the predominant 
but easily crushable soft pack and was 
an instant success, as sales increased by 
50-fold.30

The importance of the pack cannot be 
overestimated. As a cigarette package 
designer has stated, “A cigarette 
package is unique because the consumer carries it around with him all day...it's a part of a smoker's 
clothing, and when he saunters into a bar and plunks it down, he makes a statement about himself.” 

Therefore, tobacco companies carry out systematic and extensive 
research to ensure cigarette packaging appeals to speci�c target 
groups. Attention is paid to every detail when designing the pack 
such as its shape, colours, textures, printed images, the use of 
metallic foil stamps, or application of varnishes. These can 
distinguish a product from others, project the brand personality, 
and condition people to associate particular shapes and colours 
with certain brands such as the red chevron of Marlboro and the 
soaring eagle of Winston. The cigarette pack is a pocket-sized 
billboard, a silent salesman, that functions day and night, from the 
point-of-sale (POS) till even after being discarded.

 

Chapter 2: Unpacking the Lies

Figure 2: Cigarette 
packs in many 
countries no longer 
print ‘Marlboro’ in 
black letters.

Figure 3: New 
design of Marlboro 
pack replacing the 
black letters 
‘Marlboro’ with a 
latent image of the 
brand name that is 
only vaguely visible.

Figure 4: An eagle in 
�ight is the 
trademark used by 
Winston and just like 
the Marlboro 
chevron, the eagle is 
easily seen from a 
distance than the 
brand name.

Figure 5: A discarded 
cigarette pack continues 
to advertise its brand.

31
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When conventional advertising is banned at POS,  
tobacco companies sponsor aesthetically designed 
shelves for their products (usually premier brands or 
promotional products) to be arranged at eye-level. 
Not-so-premier brands occupy lower levels, while 
competitors’ brands may take the lowest shelves or 
are even concealed.

When placed together to form a ‘power wall’, cigarette 
packs become highly visible and attract potential 
customers. Individual packs have also been creatively 
designed as part of a set to spell out brand names or 
form a special design or picture on retail shelves 
making it visually prominent and attractive from a 
distance.

Pictorial health warnings: Uncovering the truth

In this context, health warnings not only warn consumers about health risks to discourage initiation 
and promote quitting, but also reduce the available advertising and promotional space and 
attractiveness of the pack, thereby denormalising tobacco use,32 becoming even more e�ective with 
larger sizes and use of pictures (i.e. large PHWs).   

Still, despite the advent of PHWs and bans on misleading descriptors, the industry is still able to use 
the remaining package space to its advantage. The industry capitalises on what cognitive 
psychology calls “selective attention in visual perception,” drawing smokers’ attention to the colours 
and design of the pack and away from the PHW. This selective attention away from health warnings 
is heightened when smokers become desensitised over time to the pictures of smoking-related 
diseases33,34 or if they have internally rationalised or denied the seriousness of the health risks of 
smoking.35 

Tobacco companies also circumvent bans on misleading descriptors by using increasingly lighter 
shades or colours to denote “light” and “ultralight” variants that deceive users into thinking that light 
or low-tar brands are less harmful than regular-strength cigarettes.

As part of the industry’s marketing strategy, attractive and colourful pack designs portraying fun, 
adventure, and success, serve particularly well to distract from or hide the reality of tobacco harms 
and to normalise tobacco use. 

Truth in plain sight

E�ective from 1 December 2012, Australia became the �rst country in the world to implement plain 
or standardised packaging for tobacco products, requiring packages to be logo-free and a 
standardised drab dark brown (Pantone 448c) with brand names in a standard typeface, colour, and 
size. At the same time, pictorial health warnings were enlarged to 75% of the front and 90% of the 
back panels of the pack.36

Figure 6: From small to big… when cigarette packs 
are strategically placed juxtaposed as a ‘power wall’ 
that forms a massive advertising board.
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Plain or standardised packaging is now considered the gold standard for packaging and labelling of 
tobacco products, because it reduces the attractiveness of tobacco products, enhances the 
e�ectiveness of pictorial health warnings, and reduces the ability of tobacco packaging to mislead 
consumers about tobacco’s many harmful e�ects. Refer to Annex 1 for an in-depth understanding of 
what the industry claims and the reality of the claims as unraveled by research. 

After introducing standardised packaging, Australia faced and won three levels of legal challenges:
1) A constitutional challenge in the High Court of Australia brought by British American Tobacco, 

Imperial Tobacco, Japan Tobacco, and Philip Morris which  was dismissed in August 2012.
2) An investment challenge by Philip Morris Asia (PMA) under a 1993 Hong Kong-Australia bilateral 

investment treaty which was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction in December 2015 with costs 
awarded against PMA in 2017; and 

3) A set of WTO disputes brought by Ukraine, Honduras, the Dominican Republic, Cuba, and 
Indonesia as complainants; on 28 June 2018, the WTO dispute panel upheld Australia’s plain 
packaging law as being consistent with international trade and intellectual property laws, 
dismissing all claims against the measure.37  

Legal challenges to tobacco plain packaging have also been unsuccessful in the United Kingdom, 
France, Norway, and the EU.38,39   

Currently, 16 countries have legislated standardised packaging (Table 3), and at least 13 others are in 
varying stages of introducing standardised packaging laws.40

Country

Australia

France

United Kingdom

Norway

Ireland

New Zealand

Turkey

Saudi Arabia

Thailand

Canada

Uruguay

Slovenia

Belgium

Israel

Singapore

Hungary*

Manufacturer Level

1 October 2012

20 May 2016

20 May 2016

1 July 2017

30 September 2017

14 March 2018

5 July 2019

23 August 2019

10 September 2019

9 November 2019

21 December 2019

1 January 2020

1 January 2020

8 January 2020

1 July 2020

1 January 2022

Retail Level

1 December 2012

1 January 2017

20 May 2017

1 July 2018

30 September 2018

6 June 2018

5 January 2020

1 January 2020

8 December 2019

7 February 2020

21 December 2019

1 January 2020

1 January 2021

8 January 2020

1 July 2020

1 January 2022

Table 3: Compliance deadlines in countries that have adopted plain or standardised packaging

* In Hungary, standardised packaging was required for new brands on 20 August 2016. 
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“Under conditions of total ban [on advertising and promotion], pack designs and the brand house 
and company 'livery' have enormous importance in reminding and reassuring the smokers. 
Therefore the most e�ective symbols, designs, colour schemes, graphics and other brand identi�ers 
should be carefully researched so as to �nd out which best convey the elements of goodwill and 
image. An objective should be to enable packs, by themselves, to convey the total product message".
    –  British American Tobacco, 13 -17 May 1979 41

I. Methodology 

Forty four cigarette packs were analysed in this study. Of these, 41 empty cigarette packs were 
collected in 2018  from eight ASEAN countries (Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam). Three more packs were analysed based on photos received from 
the Singapore Health Promotion Board. Packs from Thailand were collected before standardised 
packaging came into force on 10 September 2019.42 Brunei was excluded because there are no 
tobacco importers and retailers licensed since 2014. The full list of cigarette packs with photos is 
available as Annex 2.

The study examined all sides of a cigarette pack including the outer and inner surfaces to scrutinise 
all promotional characteristics that feature product content and design elements to market the 
product.

A multidisciplinary approach was used to analyse the packs, including applying the principles of 
marketing and semiotics (the study of signs and symbols and their use or interpretation, including 
how meaning is created and communicated).

The analysis of cigarette sticks was not included in this study.

Terms referred to in the analysis

Flip-Top or Hinge-Lid Pack:
• The top of the pack which is also the top of the hinge-lid is the TOP PANEL.
• The bottom of the pack is the BOTTOM PANEL.
• The main panel where the hinge-lid opens up is the FRONT PANEL.
• The main panel with the hinge of the hinge-lid is the BACK PANEL.
• The side panel to the left of the front panel is arbitrarily referred to as SIDE 1.
• The side panel to the right of the front panel is arbitrarily referred to as SIDE 2.

Chapter 3: A Study of ASEAN    
         Cigarette Packs
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Soft Pack
• The top of the pack where the paper-backed aluminium foil is opened up to access the cigarettes 

is the TOP PANEL.
• The bottom of the pack is the BOTTOM PANEL.
• Since the soft pack often does not have a distinguishing feature to identify front or back, the 

main panel which has the health warning in the country’s language or where the edge of the top 
�ap of the paper-backed aluminium foil faces (if the health warnings on both sides of the pack 
are in the same language) is the FRONT PANEL.

• The other main panel on the reverse side is the BACK PANEL.
• The side panel to the left of the front panel is arbitrarily referred to as SIDE 1.
• The side panel to the right of the front panel is arbitrarily referred to as SIDE 2.

Figure 7: Parts of a hard pack.

Figure 8: Hard pack. Figure 9: Soft pack.

Bottom panel

Front panel

Side 2 (arbitrary)

Collar

Front foil

Rear foil

Side and hinge lid

Hinge lid

Top panel

Back panel

Side 1 (arbitrary)

Tax stamp

Tear tape

Pictorial health warning

Tax stamp

Tear tape (transparent)

Pictorial health warning

Textual health warning



Pack analysis comprises the following features:
General observations  
• Type of pack (e.g. hard pack or soft pack).
• Size of the pack: indicates if a pack is "standard" size, 

containing 20 regular-size cigarettes, or non-standard size, 
such as a kiddie pack (containing less than 20 regular-size 
cigarettes) or lipstick pack (containing slim or superslim 
cigarettes). 

• Shape of the pack: indicates if a pack is rectangular, has 
bevelled edges, or any other shape. 

Front and back panels
• Do the panels conform to the country’s existing regulations, e.g. the position (top or bottom of 

panel) and type of health warnings (textual or pictorial) and their size (expressed as percentage 
of each panel), and the language used in the health warnings (may be in dual languages)?

• Are the pictorial health warnings identical on both front and back panels?
• What occupies the remaining space? Is the background printed in a single colour, multi-colours, 

with metallic ink? Is there any design? 
• Is a descriptor part of the brand (e.g. Marlboro Gold)? 
• Is there any logo, trademark, or any picture (e.g. depicting a cigarette with an activated carbon 

�lter)?
• Is there any text? If it has, what does it say?

Side panels
• What is printed on this panel? Do the panels conform to the country’s existing regulations?
• What is the background colour of this panel?
• Is there any information on the manufacturer, production date, and distributor?

Bottom Panel
• What is printed on the bottom panel? Is there security ink or production code? Do the panels 

conform to the country’s existing regulations?
• Is there anything else observed?

Top Panel
• What is printed on the top panel? Do the panels conform to the country’s existing regulations?

Tax stamp position
• Where is the tax stamp located? 

Tear Tape
• Is the tear tape transparent or is it printed? If printed, what is printed on it?
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Figure 10: Thickness comparison between 
a standard pack and a slims pack.

Standard pack         Slims pack



Inside the pack
• Observe if there is any design or colour on the inside of the �ip-lid. What is the colour of the collar 

and is there any design or text on it?
• What is the material used for the rear and front? Is it textured or smooth paper-backed 

aluminium foil? Is the aluminium foil coloured (the original colour of aluminium foil is silver)? Is 
there any text or design embossed on the blanks? Is the aluminium foil laminated with a layer of 
plastic and with a small resealable �ap?

II. Findings

General Observations

a) Size, shape, type 
Most of the packs were rectangular in shape averaging a width of 5.4 cm and a height of 8.8 cm for 
the main panels, and a depth (referring to the width of side panels) of 2.2 cm of cigarette packs. 
Cigarette pack size details are available in Annex 3.

Indonesian cigarette packs are of a noticeably smaller depth ranging from 1.5 to 1.7 cm, while others 
are 2 cm or more; Cambodia’s 555 Gold has the largest depth of 2.6 cm. 

Unlike other packs, Vietnam’s Blue Seal Apple cigarettes come in a slim pack with a depth of 1.2cm.

UNO Snow Original Slims is available in Singapore in the form of a lipstick pack containing slim 
cigarettes. These slims are perceived to be less harmful than standard-sized cigarettes because of 
their diameter and the pack’s likeness to cosmetics containers, hence called ‘lipstick packs’. Being 
very compact it is also easy to keep in a purse or a handbag.

In terms of package opening, most of the packs are designed with a �ip-top lid. However, Dji Sam Soe 
(Indonesia) has a di�erent pack design; instead of the conventional �ip-top, this particular pack 
opens from a side panel.
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Figure 11: UNO Snow is an 
example of a lipstick pack. 

Figure 12: Dji Sam Soe with side opening, 
allowing more space on the inside to carry 
a lengthy description.
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Of the 44 cigarette packs analysed, only seven (16%) were soft packs, of which two (28.6%; Philip 
Morris and Hope Luxury Menthol 100s) were from the Philippines, four (57.1%; L&M Green, Krong Thip, 
and Wonder) were from Thailand, and one (14.3%; Hoan Kiem) was from Vietnam. Soft packs are not 
so popular because they are easily crushed thereby damaging their contents. Moreover, the packs 
may be crumpled by the smoker, and any advertisements or promotional designs on the packs may 
look less appealing.

Of the 37 (84.1% of 44) hard packs, 9 (20.5% of all packs) had bevelled edges. Three packs (33.3%) 
were from Malaysia (Mevius, Dunhill, and Pall Mall), two packs from Cambodia (22.2%; Mevius Opinion 
Purple and 555 Gold), two from Myanmar (22.2%; Mevius Original Blue and Expand Winston Deep Blue); 
and one (11.1%) each from the Philippines (Fortune Tribal) and Vietnam (Gold 555 Limited Edition). 

Most packs contained 20 sticks, while a few contained less than 20 sticks (known as kiddie packs, 
which make cigarettes more a�ordable to the poor and the youth). All kiddie packs examined, 
speci�cally Djarum Super, Dji Sam Soe, and Gudang Garam International (12-stick packs) and L.A. 
Menthol and Sampoerna A Mild (16-stick packs), came from Indonesia. Myanmar and the Philippines 
are the other two ASEAN countries that have not banned kiddie packs. 

Type of 
cigarettes

Type 
of pack

Soft pack (20-stick)

Hard pack (20-stick)

Hard pack 
(20-stick and less 
than 20-stick)

Hard pack (20-stick)

Total 
packs (%)

7 (16.0%)

35 (79.5%) 

2 (4.5%)

Cigarette brands

Philippines: Philip Morris; Hope Luxury 
Menthol 100s.
Thailand: L&M Green; Krong Thip; Falling Rain; 
Wonder
Vietnam: Hoan Kiem

Cambodia: 555 Gold; ARA Menthol; Fine 
Charcoal Filter; Mevius Option Purple.
Laos PDR: L&M Fine Cut; Marlboro 
Malaysia: Dunhill; Marlboro; Mevius; Pall Mall; 
Winston
Myanmar: London Filter; Mevius Original Blue; 
Red Ruby; Kent Core; Winston
Philippines: Fortune Tribal; Marlboro; Winston
Singapore: Dunhill; Marlboro; Pall Mall
Thailand: Marlboro
Vietnam: 555 Gold; Craven “A”; Marlboro 
Advance Clearsense; Saigon Silver; Thang Long; 
Vinataba

Indonesia: 12-stick (Djarum Super; Dji Sam 
Soe; Gudang Garam International); 
16-stick (L.A. Menthol; Sampoerna A Mild); 
20-stick (Marlboro)

Singapore: UNO Snow Original Slims
Vietnam: Blue Seal Apple

Regular

Slims/
Superslims

Table 4: A breakdown of the 44 cigarette packs and their types 



b) Colours, graphics, and designs

Colours
Colours on a cigarette pack are used to represent a brand, brand variant or �avor, and strength or 
smoothness within brand families. 

Various cigarette packaging colours, either a single colour or combination of colours, were observed 
as the background colour of the analysed packs. Marlboro for example uses red and white as its 
brand colours while a di�erent colour combination (light and dark blue) was used for its brand 
variant Marlboro Advance Clearsense (Vietnam). Other brand colours on packaging include (i) white 
for Luxury and Fine (Cambodia), L.A. Menthol (Indonesia), L&M (Lao PDR), Blue Seal (Vietnam), and a 
combination of white and red for Craven “A” (Vietnam) and Sampoerna A Mild (Indonesia); (ii) black 
for Dji Sam Soe; (iii) red for Gudang Garam International and a combination of red and black for 
Djarum Super (Indonesia); (iv) silver for Saigon Silver (Vietnam) and a combination of silver and blue 
for Fortune Tribal (Philippines); (v) yellow for Thang Long (Vietnam); (vi) green for Falling Rain and 
Wonder (Thailand), Hope Luxury (Philippines) and a combination of green and silver for Philip Morris 
Menthol (Philippines); (vii) blue for Mevius in Cambodia and Malaysia and 555 Gold in Cambodia and 
Vietnam; and (viii) gold for Vinataba (Vietnam). 

Generally, consumers are sensitised to colours that di�erentiate brand variants such as blue (light or 
mint �avor), red (regular), and green (menthol). When the use of misleading descriptors was banned 
in most countries, a similar colour-coding was used to replace descriptors. It was observed in the 
analysis that such colour codings are used by Dunhill (red in Malaysia and blue background in 
Singapore); Pall Mall (green in Malaysia and blue-packaged mint �avour in Singapore); Winston 
(green in the Philippines and a combination of white and blue background in Malaysia); and ARA 
Menthol (green pack in Cambodia).  The cigarette packaging colours are available as Annex 3.

It is clear that colours are used to communicate brand imagery, diminish health concerns, and  
substitute for prohibited word descriptors.43 Di�erent colours make the pack more attractive and 
appealing and distract consumers from pictorial health warnings. Thus it is important to standardise 
the colour of packs in the same colour as the other features of the pack to reduce the attractiveness 
of tobacco products and eliminate the misleading information that some products are less harmful 
than others.

Colours: Gold and silver
Light and re�ective pack colours, particularly silver and gold, are used to communicate the false 
impression of lower tar or milder cigarettes. Gold remains a preferred colour because it is associated 
with wealth, grandeur, and prosperity as well as with sparkle, glitz, and glamour.44 Silver is associated 
with sleek, high-tech, and modern, as well as ornate, glamour, grace, sophistication, and elegance.45
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It was also observed that the promotional elements on the packaging are dependent on how much 
the company is willing to invest in the pack design, the type of ink used (e.g. metallic ink will cost 
more), and the  quality of material used to manufacture the pack. Hot foil stamping with silver, gold, 
or other metallic ink is commonly applied to text or other pack design elements to make a brand 
statement, such as in Fortune Tribal and Winston with modernistic graphic design. The matte silver 
Winston soaring eagle, prominently placed high above the brand name, is highlighted by embossing 
and hot foil stamping. 

Three of the six Indonesian packs have their brand 
names (Djarum, Dji Sam Soe, and Gudang Garam) 
and parts of the pack printed in matte gold. The 
gold colour is also used on the 555 Gold pack from 
Cambodia (the design of which makes it appear 
that the 555 brand is embossed on a medallion 
hanging from a gold ribbon) and the 555 Gold 
Limited Edition pack from Vietnam (whose design 
includes a very large “555” and has tobacco leaves 
juxtaposed on the 555 digits).  

The red, elliptical Craven “A” logo and the white 
brand name letters are outlined with a gold border 
to indicate premium quality and value of a luxury 
brand and product. Gold is also used on the crest 
and scroll above the brand name, as well as the year 
of establishment (Estd 1860) and the words 
‘Virginia Tobacco’.

Similarly, the use of silver in Saigon Silver (Vietnam) 
implies premium quality and value. With the 
debossed radiating lines, the cigarette pack looks 
like engraved silver and gives the impression of an 
expensive and valuable pack.

Graphics: Famous landmarks to evoke 
nationalistic spirit
Three of the four local Vietnamese brands 
examined (Hoan Kiem, Saigon, and Thang Long) 
appeal to nationalism. Thang Long uses an 
important Hanoi landmark, the Hanoi Flag Tower, 
as its brand logo.  

Hoan Kiem, one of the cheapest cigarette brands in 
Vietnam, exploits another popular local landmark 
in its logo, the Turtle Tower in the middle of Hanoi’s 
legendary Hoan Kiem Lake. 

Figure 14: Gold used in Craven “A” 
crest.

Figure 13: The words Limited Edition 
printed in gold as part of branding and 
design.

Tobacco �ower

Tobacco leaves

Figure 15: Turtle Tower in the 
middle of Hoan Kiem Lake (left) 
and as a cigarette logo (right).



Graphics: Coat of Arms
Almost a third of all packs studied have a coat of 
arms design (Table 5). It is a powerful advertising 
and promotional tool used in pack design46 that 
should not be underestimated, because according 
to tobacco industry research, people believe that a 
“coat of arms denotes quality/class,” 47 and “the emblem gives it kind of a regal feel. Kind of snobby in 
a good way, like people who are classy and have good taste,” so that the “use of crests on the 
packaging creates a feeling of a high quality, more premium cigarette.”48 A coat of arms impresses on 
the smoker that the product is of high value and reduces the perception of risks associated with the 
product. 

For example, the coat of arms on a pack of Fine (Cambodia) is highlighted with debossing to give it a 
di�erent texture and a metallic gold outline for a sense of class and quality. 555 Gold (Cambodia) has 
a matte gold coat of arms that is slightly embossed and a gold motto “Semper Fidelis” (Latin for 
“Always Loyal,” which is the US Marine Corps’ motto). The word “GOLD” on the front panel gives an 
impression of value and quality. Sometimes, a year is used instead of a motto, such as the Pall Mall 
pack from Singapore having a coat of arms that has “since 1899” below it to emphasise how long it 
has been around and implying a certain heritage and level of trust. 
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Figure 17: Coat of arms printed in gold 
and debossed for added sense of class 
and quality.

Figure 16: Hanoi Flag Tower (left) and as 
stylized in the Thang Long logo (right).

Country

555 Gold, Fine

Sampoerna

L&M Fine Cut

Dunhill, Pall Mall

London Filter, Red Ruby

Philip Morris

Dunhill, Pall Mall

Blue Seal Apple, Craven “A”

Brands

Cambodia

Indonesia

Lao PDR

Malaysia

Myanmar

Philippines

Singapore

Vietnam

Table 5: Coat of arms found on packs

The back panel of Saigon Silver, another local brand, 
shows the façade of a building that looks like the 
iconic Ben Thanh Market, an important symbol of 
Ho Chi Minh City.



Figure 19: Signatures of Philip 
Morris and Albert Levy found on 
cigarette packs.

Figure 20: Signature of Putera 
Sampoerna.
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Lions are usually adopted in the coat of arms as they represent 
strength and authority, while a crown represents power, 
legitimacy, victory, triumph, honour, and glory. It also 
represents tradition. The crest of Sampoerna (Figure 18) of 
Indonesia has two mythical Chinese lions with the logo of 
Sampoerna. On the scroll below are the words “Anggarda 
Paramita, which means Towards Perfection”.49

Malaysia’s Dunhill has its matte gold coat of arms on the front 
panel, while Pall Mall has its matte silver coat of arms more 
prominently on the front and a smaller sized one on the back 
panel. 

On a Philip Morris pack sold in the Philippines, the coat of arms shows the letters “PM” on a bright red 
shield with a crown above it and �anked by heraldic animals. On a scroll below it are the words “VENI, 
VIDI, VICI” (Latin for “I came; I saw; I conquered,” attributed to Julius Caesar).50

Latin is the language of scholarship, law, and nobility and thus, is used by tobacco companies to 
associate with their branding.

Graphics: Signatures and dates
Signatures are a form of endorsement and often used to 
promote luxury and glamour products.

On Cambodia’s 555 Gold pack is the signature of Sir Albert 
Levy, a tobacco merchant, who developed the State Express 
cigarette brand, including its No. 555 variant. While many 
smokers may not know who Albert Levy is, except that he is 
important enough to have his signature on the pack, the 
signature gives the impression of endorsement from the 
person who established the brand.

The rear panel of a pack of Sampoerna A carries the signature 
of Putera Sampoerna beneath an advertisement containing a 
product description. The grandson of a Chinese-Indonesian 
businessman, who established the PT HM Sampoerna 
company, Putera Sampoerna headed the company from 1978 
until 2000 when his son replaced him. While he sold 
Sampoerna to Philip Morris International (PMI) in 2005, PMI 
maintained Putera’s signature below the advertisement as a 
sign of endorsement of the product even after its takeover, 

considering that Putera Sampoerna is well known and the advertisement was done during his 
tenure. Maintaining the name of the founder even when company ownership changes provides a 
sense of continuity to maintain the trust of consumers.

Figure 18: Sampoerna crest.



Similar to a signature, stating the year of establishment of a company or product helps build 
consumer con�dence, especially if the company has been in existence for a long time. In the case of 
Pall Mall (Singapore), both main panels carried its coat of arms with “since 1899”, while the Craven “A” 
crest includes “Estd 1860”. Companies such as Dunhill, Philip Morris, and Sampoerna display the year 
of establishment because “family-owned companies embody stability, longevity, and if nothing else, 
an ability to get along.”51

Pack designs
Packaging designs help to create the perceived product attributes and project a personality image 
that can ful�ll the psychological needs of the smoker. The communication of these images and 
attributes when combined with attractive colours enhances brand recognition.

On premium brand packs, hot foil stamping was used for the brand name and logo, often combined 
with embossing or debossing to impart the impression of quality and luxury as well as enhancing 
the tactile feel of the pack.

In many countries including Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, 
Philippines, and Singapore, because of the longstanding 
association of the Marlboro brand name and the Marlboro 
chevron, Marlboro packs are easily identi�ed by the 
chevron even when the brand name appears faded or is 
absent. Building on this, Marlboro Advance Clearsense uses 
a dark metallic blue chevron instead of the usual red but 
maintains the brand name printed over the chevron.

The front panel of Winston in the Philippines shows the 
white brand name against a blue-green frame and a silver 
eagle soaring/gliding above and to the right of the brand 
name and against a black sky with multiple �ne 
blue-green diagonal lines. It is not a coincidence that the 
frame for the brand name takes the shape of the eagle’s 
outstretched wing (Figure 22), essentially, like Marlboro’s 
red chevron, associating the eagle and wing-shaped 
design with Winston.

In Malaysia, the front panel of Winston is relatively neater with a plain white background but also 
shows the Winston brand name in white text against a dark navy blue wing-shaped frame and a 
matte silver soaring eagle above and to the right. The artistically uncluttered background highlights 
both the brand’s name and logo which can easily be seen at a distance from the display case or 
power wall. Its back panel also advertises its FIRMTECH FILTER with a graphic.
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Figure 22: ‘Winston’ placed within 
a wing-shaped frame.

 

 

Figure 21: Marlboro’s identity in 
di�erent colours.
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c) Appearance of brand/variant names using font, style, colour, size, and location 
To promote or facilitate marketing, a brand is easily identi�able from its font type, size, and colour as 
seen from non-tobacco products, e.g. Kellogg’s, Google, FedEx, and eBay. 

Being of prime importance, brand and variant names occupy prominent and central positions on the 
pack. Names often use large designer fonts (e.g. the custom-made Marlboro font or the Baltica 
ExtraCond font used by Winston) and each brand has its own unique characteristics to enable 
consumers to easily associate the fonts with the brand. 

As discussed earlier, gold or silver is often used to indicate a product of value; thus, its use is expected 
for brand names such as 555 (Cambodia), Djarum Super, Dji Sam Soe Super Premium, Udang Garam 
(Indonesia), Dunhill (Malaysia), and 555 Gold (Vietnam) that used gold, while other brands such as 
Mevius (Malaysia and Cambodia), Marlboro, and Hoan Kiem (Vietnam) opted for silver.

On its front panel, Sampoerna A capitalised on its white Gothic script ‘A’ against a contrasting red 
background framed by a matte gold border. The white Gothic script ‘A’ is a statement in itself shown 
with a gold border.  

d) Using descriptors to promote and advertise the brand
All ASEAN countries except Brunei, have banned the use of misleading descriptors such as ‘mild’, 
‘light’, ‘extra’, and ‘ultra’ on tobacco products in line with WHO FCTC Articles 11 and 13 and their 
Guidelines.52,53 Tobacco companies are therefore replacing conventional descriptors with innovative 
and catchier terms to challenge the boundary of current bans, often in conjunction with �avours and 
package colours.

In Cambodia, Mevius Option Purple features a streamlined motif of Mevius with green and purple rays 
emanating from the capsule emblem, which promotes the use of an aroma-changing crushable 
capsule in the �lter to “o�er a strong menthol sensation and impactful experience”. The design 
reinforces the descriptor that “represents the mix of pure natural menthol refreshment and aroma 
sensation”.54 ARA Menthol (Cambodia), Hope Luxury Menthol 100’s (Philippines), Philip Morris Menthol 
100’s (Philippines) come in green coloured packaging to match the descriptor. Luxury Virginia Blend 
recalls how Virginia tobacco blends dominate “the UK and countries that are former British 
colonies”55 to give an impression of quality. Similarly, Uno Snow Virginia Slims from Singapore is an 
obvious descriptor used to promote the slim Virginia tobacco blend cigarettes. The word ‘�avor’ is 
even used on packaging in the Philippines (Winston American Flavor) as if such a speci�c �avour 
existed. 

555 Gold uses a simple descriptor in gold coloured packaging to reinforce the descriptor. In Vietnam, 
555 Gold uses ‘Limited Edition’ and Vinataba Virginia, ‘Finest cigarettes’ to promote exclusiveness of 
the product. Marlboro Advance Clearsense, a lighter variant of Marlboro, advertises “for less smell on 
you and around you” with its stylish logo of smoke.



A red and a green apple against a white background is shown on the Blue Seal Apple pack (Vietnam) 
promoting fruit-�avoured cigarettes in slim packaging. Fruit-�avoured cigarettes target youth and 
women, o�ering an alternative choice of cigarettes for those who may �nd the smell of conventional 
cigarettes repulsive.

Real men and quality
Gudang Garam International from Indonesia features a product description on the back panel of the 
pack, stating in maroon text against a matte gold text box:

Gudang Garam International is made to re�ect the personality of real men who appreciate the real 
art of smoking. An expert selection of high quality tobaccos and cloves, delivered through World’s 
foremost technology, guarantees you the true smoking pleasure of Indonesia’s legendary Kretek 
Heritage.

The above text implies that a smoker who does not smoke Gudang Garam is not a ‘real’ man who 
appreciates the ‘real’ art of smoking. “World’s foremost technology” suggests that the company’s 
products are of international standards. “Indonesia’s legendary Kretek Heritage” associates kretek with 
Indonesia’s heritage.

Filters
Some cigarette brands promote ‘special’ �lters to add novelty and/or give a false sense that �ltered 
cigarettes are less harmful. Using cigarette �lters to advertise on cigarette packs in the form of 
descriptor, symbols, or diagrams are common such as:

The rear panel of Cambodia’s Fine Charcoal Filter features a charcoal �lter image with a reinforcing 
message, “Charcoal �lter for a smoother taste”. 

Marlboro (Malaysia) went a step further to tout its Firm Filter, which in 2015, Philip Morris promoted 
as “quality you can feel, and a cleaner way to stub out your cigarette”.56 Winston’s Firmtech Filter, on 
the other hand, is a denser �lter that allows the �lter to retain its shape while smoking.57 
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Country

Fine

Marlboro

Mevius

Winston 

Kent

Pall Mall

Thang Long

Saigon Silver

Cigarette brand

Charcoal Filter

Firm Filter

Charcoal Filter

Firmtech Filter

Taste + Tube Filter

Click On Intense Mint

Special Filter

Virginia Filter

Filter type

Cambodia

Malaysia

Myanmar

Singapore

Vietnam

Table 6: Cigarette �lters by brand
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Myanmar’s Kent is hot foil stamped with matte silver on the pack’s dark blue background. The variant 
name Core is printed in smaller font. It is obvious that it is an attempt to circumvent the ban on 
descriptors such as Mild and Light by using more creative variant names like Core. The 25% of the 
back panel is used to advertise its TASTE + TUBE FILTER with a diagram of the charcoal �lter.

Pall Mall (Singapore) advertises a “CLICK ON” icon with “intense mint” on the front panel. It is 
explained on the back panel with a diagram that informs a smoker that there is a “CLICK ON” capsule 
located in the �lter to release the “intense mint” �avour. Such is a promotion of a new technology 
o�ers a sense of novelty to people who want to ‘try’ it out.

Vietnam’s Saigon Silver ‘Virginia Filter’ is actually a Virginia blend cigarette with �lter.

Exterior Panels

a) Front and back panels
All ASEAN countries have implemented PHWs, however, warning sizes vary per country. Larger PHWs 
such as in Thailand (85%), Lao PDR (75%), and Myanmar (75%) reduce the surface area for tobacco 
companies to advertise their brand names and logos, while smaller warnings like Indonesia (40%), 
Philippines (50%), Singapore (50%), Vietnam (50%), Cambodia (55%), and Malaysia (50% front and 
60% back) give more space for a tobacco company to design and promote its product. Some packs 
had di�erent health warnings printed on each of the main panels, enabling a cigarette pack to 
convey two health warning messages at the same time.

PHW
(Location/size)

Front

Size 40% 50% 50% 50% 55%

Indonesia Philippines Singapore Vietnam Cambodia

Table 7: Front and back panels of cigarette packs arranged according to their PHW size 

Back

Size 40% 50% 50% 50% 55%
continued
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PHW
(Location/size)

Front

Size 50% 75% 75% 85%

Malaysia Lao PDR Myanmar Thailand

Table 7: Front and back panels of cigarette packs arranged according to their PHW size 

Back

Size 60% 75% 75% 85%

In Indonesia, Sampoerna A maximised the use of the back panel to advertise:
Sampoerna A Mild is a balanced blend of Java aromatic, American, and other high quality tobacco. 
The distinctive �avour, taste and aroma comes from the addition of �ne natural cloves. This quality 
cigarette is brought to you with pride and an uncompromising dedication from The House of 
Sampoerna.

In Malaysia, the back panel of Dunhill was used to advertise:
Being the leader in Malaysia for 30 years, DUNHILL remains committed to its standards. Master 
Blenders use their skillful touch in crafting DUNHILL’s signature blend – a timeless icon of excellence.

30 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP

It was signed by tobacconist (Alfred) Dunhill who established London-based Alfred Dunhill Ltd. 
Signatures are used to highlight luxury and glamour of a person’s lifestyle and to endorse the 
product. The ‘30 years’ was mentioned twice for emphasis once in the text, and again another in bold 
capital letters below it with the �gure ‘30’ against a red square.

In Singapore, the back panel of the Dunhill pack carried an advertisement in white text against a 
band of black splashed across a background of di�erent shades of electric blue: 

We select only the �nest tobaccos and apply our 100 years of blending expertise to produce this 
distinctively delicate and balanced blend (with no additives*). To keep it at its best for longer, we 
feature our resealable Reloc. Exclusively DUNHILL.

*No additives in our tobacco does not mean a lower risk cigarette.
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Within the �rst sentence, we see that there is an emphasis on the selection of the “�nest tobaccos” 
and “100 years of blending expertise”. The “(with no additives*)” has two purposes: One, the brackets 
is to highlight that the tobaccos’ blend has no additives hence, a better cigarette; and two, the 
information that without additives, it does not mean that the cigarette has lower risk is just a mere 
footnote at the bottom of the main text. It is to downplay the importance of the message. In fact, 
rather than informing the smoker that having no additives does not mean it is safer, it went on to 
advertise about its “resealable Reloc” and that these features are “exclusively Dunhill”.

In Myanmar, London brand on the back panel features a statement of product quality:
The classic taste of London cigarettes, expertly crafted using a selection of the �nest Virginia tobacco.

Similarly, on the back panel of Craven “A” in Vietnam, a description of product quality is added to an 
almost similar red ellipse: 

Established traditions, �ne craftsmanship, and expert blending for a unique taste of �ne Virginia 
tobaccos, proudly brought to you by The House of Craven “A”.

The House of Craven is printed in matte gold to emphasise its importance. 

b) Side panels
Side panels were found to have the following information (see also Annex 4):
• Brand name
• Manufacturer’s information, e.g. manufacturer name and address, country of product origin
• Number of sticks in the pack 
• Quit Line contact
• Bar code
• Brand logo, e.g. Winston (Malaysia)
• Trademark logo for �lter, e.g. Firm �lter (Marlboro, Indonesia) 
• Information, e.g. ‘For Domestic Sale Only’ (Philippines); ‘For Sale Only in Thailand’ (or its 

equivalent); ‘Not for Sale to Minors’ (or its equivalent); ‘Dilarang Menjual/Memberi Pada Anak 
Usia Dibawah 18 Tahun Dan Perempuan Hamil’ (‘Not for sale/to be given to children below 18 
years and pregnant women’, Indonesia).

Another factor that determines the e�cacy of a 
PHW is its position (top or bottom) on the main 
panel. Cigarette packs are often displayed on 
shelves or kept in the shirt pocket where the 
bottom part is covered. Thus, PHW should occupy 
the top section. Cigarette packs of the Philippines 
illustrate the reduced e�ectiveness of PHW 
occupying the bottom section of a pack. 

Figure 23: PHW at the bottom 
section of the pack reduces the 
impact of its message.



• Disclosure of information on relevant constituents and emissions of tobacco products, e.g. 
‘Produk ini mengandungi lebih 4,000 bahan kimia termasuk tar, nikotina dan karbon monoksida 
yang membahayakan kesihatan’ (‘This product contains more than 4,000 chemicals including 
tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide that endanger health’; Dunhill, Malaysia); similar disclosures 
on packs from other countries such as Thailand and the Philippines (black text on a yellow 
background), Lao PDR, Myanmar, and Singapore (white text on a black background).

• Levels of tar and nicotine were found only on Indonesian packs. The FCTC Article 11 Guidelines 
recommend prohibiting the printing of tar and nicotine levels on the pack, as these can mislead 
smokers into thinking that cigarettes with lower machine-determined levels of tar and nicotine 
are safer than those with higher levels, similar to how “light” and “mild” are misleading 
descriptors.

c) Top panel
Paper-backed aluminium foil forms the top panel of soft packs. The foil used is often bright silver. 
However, it is bright gold in the case of Hope Luxury (Philippines) and metallic green with ‘7.1 mm’  
printed small and diagonally in bright silver all over the foil of L&M Green (Thailand). 

For hard packs, the brand name dominates the top panel, sometimes together with the brand logo. 
About 30% of the packs have a brand logo or a crest on the top panel. Only Myanmar packs carry a 
printed health warning on the top panel of the pack as required by law.

d) Bottom panel
The top and bottom panels have the smallest surface area and thus, is less practical to be 
overwhelmed with information, so the panels often carry only the brand name, and occasionally a 
brand logo. About 40% of the packs analysed have a brand-associated icon or crest on the bottom 
panel.

Winston (Philippines) has the brand name framed by the eagle’s wing on its pack. In Vietnam, the 
bottom panel of Craven “A” has its brand logo as with Vinataba.

Thailand’s Marlboro pack has a chevron with the brand name across it and L&M Green 7.1 also has its 
trademark there.

Fortune Tribal (Philippines) and Hoan Kiem Menthol (Vietnam) have debossed series of numbers. Five 
out of six Indonesian cigarette packs have serial numbers. L.A. Menthol and Kretek Filters have the 
numbers printed in matte silver ink, Dji Sam Soe incorporated a security ink feature, and Malaysian 
packs have a printed manufacturing date.

Five of six Indonesian packs (Djarum Super, Gudang Garam, L.A. Menthol, Marlboro, and Sampoerna A) 
incorporated the manufacturer’s information on the bottom panel. Dji Sam Soe also has the 
information, but it is largely covered by a tax stamp pasted over it. 

(The information printed on the top and bottom panels of the cigarette packaging is available as 
Annex 5).
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e) Tax stamp position 
The tax stamp is applied to be broken or torn when the pack is opened. On a hard pack, it is generally 
positioned horizontally from Side 1 to the back panel, whereas the tax stamp of a soft pack is applied 
vertically across the center of the top panel from the front to the back of the pack. The current 
position of tax stamps inadvertently obstructs part of the PHW on the rear of the hard pack and both 
front and rear areas of the soft pack.

Inside the Pack

This is an important part of the pack as a smoker will see it every time the pack is accessed. The inside 
of the pack consists of a collar, interior panels, front and rear foils, and may include an insert. 

f) Tear tape
Majority of the tear tapes are transparent. However, there 
are exceptions such as in Hope Luxury (Philippines) where 
it is gold in colour. Vietnam packs have the most number 
of printed tear tapes: Hoan Kiem has a transparent tear 
tape with ‘THANG LONG TOBACCO COMPANY’ printed in 
matte gold; Vinataba, a transparent tear tape imprinted 
with holographic ‘vinataba’; Blue SEAL Apple, a transparent 
tear tape with silver broken line along it.

Figure 24: Printed tear tape.

a) Collar
The collar of the pack holds the cigarettes 
in place while providing access to them. It 
is a printable area that is clearly visible to a 
smoker opening the pack.

Soft packs do not have collars; neither do 
hard packs with resealable �aps.  Tobacco 
companies utilise the collar of the pack to 
communicate with the smoker by using 
attractive colours, designs, trademarks, or 
short messages as seen in Table 8. Figure 25: Chevron on 

collar.
Figure 26: Printed collar 
and embossed front foil.
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Country

555 Gold

Ara Menthol

Fine Charcoal Filter

Luxury

Mevius Opinion Purple

Djarum Super

Dji Sam Soe

Gudang Garam International

L.A. Menthol Kretek Filters

Marlboro (Red)

Sampoerna A Mild

L&M Finecut Tobacco

Marlboro (Red)

Expand Winston Deep Blue

Kent Core

London Filter

Mevius Original Blue

Red Ruby

Fortune Tribal

Marlboro (Red)

Winston (Green)

Marlboro Se7en Red

Blue SEAL Apple

Craven “A”

Gold 555 Limited Edition

Marlboro Advance Clearsense

Saigon Silver

Thang Long

Vinataba

Cigarette brand

Matte gold 

Matte silver 

Plain white 

Plain white 

Black 

Bright gold 

Black 

Both sides of its collar are matte gold while the front section is maroon

Matte silver 

Bright red with white text 'ICON OF FLAVOR' printed its front

Bright gold 

Plain white

White collar with 'FIRM FILTER' trademark printed in silver ink

Metallic blue 

Metallic blue 

Matte gold 

Matte silver 

Plain white

Plain white 

White collar with a small red chevron printed on the left. The 

registered trademark and the silver text 'FIRM FILTER' are printed 

below the red chevron. The silver text 'QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST' is 

printed across the collar of the pack. (Fig. 25)

Dark green 

Plain black

Plain white 

White collar with small matte gold logo and 'THÊM VỊ ĐẬM ĐÀ' 

(stronger �avour) printed all over it. (Fig. 26)

Matte gold 

Plain dark blue

Plain white

Matte gold 

Matte gold 

Colour of collar

Cambodia

Cambodia

Cambodia

Cambodia

Cambodia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Laos PDR

Laos PDR

Myanmar

Myanmar

Myanmar

Myanmar

Myanmar

Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Thailand

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Table 8: Collar of cigarette packs 
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b) Interior panels
Dji Sam Soe (Indonesia) has a unique side opening design (Figure 12) that allows a lengthy 
description to be printed on the inside of the pack. The matte gold text against a black background 
reads:

‘Sebuah Mahakarya Indonesia yang berpegang teguh pada tradisi yang mengagungkan 
kesempurnaan sejak 1913. Tembakau dan cengkeh terbaik, diramu oleh tangan ahli dan 
berpengalaman, menghasilkan cita rasa tinggi Dji Sam Soe Super Premium. Setiap batang 
dibungkuskan secara khusus untuk menjaga cita rasa khas dan kualitasnya. Saatnya menikmati 
kesempurnaan Dji Sam Soe Super Premium.’ Signed: ‘Putera Sempoerna’.

Translation: ‘An Indonesian masterpiece that follows the traditions that glorify perfection since 1913. 
Blending the best tobacco and cloves, mixed by expert and experienced hands, to produce the perfect 
�avour of Dji Sam Soe Super Premium. Each cigarette is specially wrapped to maintain its distinctive taste 
and quality. It’s time to enjoy the perfection of Dji Sam Soe Super Premium.’ Signed: ‘Putera Sempoerna’.

c) Front and rear foils
The purposes of the front and rear foils are to protect the cigarettes and hold them in place. Very 
often these foils are paper-backed aluminium foil, either gold, silver, or blue.

These foils are often embossed with trademarks or relevant texts. Despite the fact that the front foils 
will be among the �rst parts of a cigarette pack to be discarded upon opening, the front foil is still 
considered an important component to reach out to the smoker.  

555
(Cambodia)

L.A Menthol
(Indonesia)

Marlboro
(Lao PDR)

London
(Myanmar)

Fortune
(Philippines)

Table 9: Foils are coloured, textured, or embossed with logo or words
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Country

555 Gold

ARA Menthol 
Fine Charcoal Filter
Luxury
Mevius Opinion Purple

Djarum Super
Gudang Garam International
L.A. Menthol Kretek Filters

Marlboro (Red)
Sampoerna ‘A’ Mild
L&M Finecut Tobacco
Marlboro (Red)

Expand Winston Deep Blue

Kent Core

London Filter
Mevius Original Blue
Red Ruby
Fortune Tribal

Malboro (Red)

Winston (Green)

Marlboro SE7EN Red
Blue SEAL Apple

Craven A

Gold 555 Limited Edition

Marlboro Advance Clearsense

Saigon Silver
Thang Long
Vinataba

Cigarette brand

Textured navy blue paper-backed aluminium foils ‘Albert Levy’ and 
‘STATE EXPRESS BLEND NO. 555’ embossed on the front foil.
Plain (without any embossed trademark or words) textured foils.
Plain (without any embossed trademark or words) textured foils.
Plain (without any embossed trademark or words) textured foils.
Textured rear and front blanks are textured foils with the Mevius 
trademark embossed on the front foil.
Djarum trademark is enbossed on the front foil.
Plain textured bright gold foils for front and rear.
Textured foil embossed with the ‘triple blended ®’ trademark. Chevron 
embossed on the front foil.
Textured silver foils with an embossed chevron on the front foil.
Plain textured gold foils for the front and rear.
‘L&M’ is embossed on the front foil.
Front and rear ‘foils’ (possibly polymer paper) entirely embossed with 
‘Marlboro’ in small fonts in a diagonal direction. The ‘foils’are made of  
thick white rather than conventional paper-backed aluminium foils.
Textured foils with small embossed circles and the eagle with spread 
wings.
Plain (without any embossed trademark or words) textured foils with 
embossed diamond-shaped pattern.
Textured foils with ‘LONDON’, ‘SINCE 1957’ embossed on the front foil.
Textured foils. Front foil has embossed logo.
Plain (without any embossed trademark or words) textured foils.
Textured silver paper-backed aluminium foil with ‘Fortune Tribal’ 
embossed on the foil.
Front and rear ‘foils’ (possibly polymer paper) entirely embossed with 
‘Marlboro’ in small fonts in a diagonal direction.
Rear and front foils are embossed with thin diagonal stripes and 
Winston's trademark  soaring eagle on the right of the front foil.
Chevron embossed on the front textured foil.
Textured green paper-backed aluminium foil with the front foil 
embossed with the word ‘PULL’.
Rear and front foils are textured silver paper-backed aluminium foil 
with Craven “A” trademark embossed on the front foil.
Textured navy blue paper-backed aluminium foils. Front foil is faintly 
embossed with criss-cross patterns and the words 'STATE EXPRESS'.
Front and rear ‘foils’ (possibly polymer paper) embossed with a 
chevron on the front foil.
Textured silver paper-backed aluminium foil.
The front foil has the word ‘PULL’ embossed on it.
Rear and front are textured gold paper-backed aluminium foil. The 
front foil is embossed diagonally with 'vinataba' trademark.

Promotional elements on the front and rear foils

Cambodia

Cambodia
Cambodia
Cambodia
Cambodia

Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia

Indonesia
Indonesia
Lao PDR
Lao PDR

Myanmar

Myanmar

Myanmar
Myanmar
Myanmar
Philippines

Philippines

Philippines

Thailand
Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam
Vietnam
Vietnam

Table 10: Front and rear foils of cigarette packs 
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d) Resealable �aps
Five packs from Malaysia – Winston, Marlboro, Mevius, Dunhill, and Pall Mall had resealable �aps, 
which give the impression that the �ap helps to maintain the 'freshness' and 'taste' of the cigarettes. 
A resealable cigarette package patent provides this description:

A resealable hard box cigarette pack is provided with a window type opening extending across 
a  portion of the pack top wall and also along portion of the front wall of the pack. The window 
is covered by a closure that may be resealed to the pack body either through insertion of a tab 
on the closure into a tab-receiving slot in the front wall of the pack or by applying a permanent 
package adhesion along the outer edges of the closure with the edges of the openings in the 
top wall and the front wall.58 

e) Inserts
Inserts are cards inserted inside the pack, often carrying additional promotional information about 
the product or manufacturer. Only three of the packs examined contained inserts.

Vinataba (Vietnam) has a 4.8 cm x 7.7 cm insert 
between the front foil and the inside of the 
pack. 

A ‘vinataba’ trademark is printed on one side of 
the yellow and orange insert. Below the 
trademark is the text ‘Khơi Nguồn Cảm Xúc Vụn 
Đức Thành Công’ (Feeling Inspired, Building 
Success).  To the right is a larger text: ‘Niềm tự 
hào của ngành công nghiệp thuốc lá Việt Nam’ 
(The pride of Vietnam tobacco industry). 

Winston
There is a blue 
eagle on top of the 
foil with concentric 
circles comprising 
grey triangles. It 
has the trademark 
'FRESH GUARD'.

Marlboro
Plainly laminated 
without print.

Mevius
The �ap has the 
'MEVIUS' trademark 
on top, the  silver 
'CHARCOAL FILTER' 
trademark in front 
and 'RESEAL' below 
it.

Dunhill
The �ap is plain 
except for the black 
'DUNHILL CLASSIC', 
30 YEARS OF 
LEADERSHIP' 
printed  on the 
front of the collar.

Pall Mall
 A coat of arms 
(similar to the one 
on the front of the 
pack) printed on 
top of the �ap and 
a silver 'TASTE SEAL' 
on the front of the 
�ap.

Table 11: Variations of resealable packs 

Figure 27: Front and back of Vinataba’s insert.



On the reverse side of the card is a small trademark of ‘vinataba’ with a huge number ‘32’ (year) beside 
it. There is also a black text ‘Khơi Nguồn Cảm Xúc Vụn Đức Thành Công’ (Feeling Inspired, Building 
Success) and ‘Vinataba, San Pham Thuoc La Cao Cap Cua Tong Ty Thuoc La Viet Nam’ (Vinataba, 
advanced products of Vietnam National Tobacco Corporation). 

A white strip runs across the bottom of both sides of the card, each with a black number ‘18’ crossed 
out within  a red circle followed by a symbol of a man and black text ‘Khong Ban Thuoc La Cho Nguoi 
Duoi 18 Tuoi’ (Not for sale to people under 18 years old).

Gold 555 Limited Edition (Vietnam), on one side of the insert (4.3 
cm x 6.8 cm) has the picture of two persons seemingly in a 
congratulatory pose, one of whom has a rectangular dark blue 
box with a yellow ribbon. There is a  white text on the picture 
says, ‘Chia Sẻ Lời Tri Ân Tại’ (Share your congratulatory message) 
and a subsequent yellow text 'www.tettrian.com'. The black text 
on the white band below the picture has the text ‘Hút Thuốc Gây 
Ung Thư Phổi’ (Smoking causes lung cancer) and a miniscule 
crossing of the number 18 in a red circle and a person standing 
beside it.

On the reverse side of the insert is a yellow text ‘Vi Tri An La Trao 
Qua Quy Gui Long Thanh’ (Because a present is a precious gift, 
present with sincerity) against a dark blue background with a 
lighter shade for the �oral design. The black text on the white 
band below them are ‘Hút Thuốc Gây Ung Thư Phổi’ (Smoking 
causes lung cancer) and a miniscule crossing of the number 18 
in a red circle and a person standing beside it. 

Kent Core (Myanmar) has a 4.8 cm x 7.5 cm insert showing the 
pictures of the pack, promoting it as ‘Uniquely Modern’ and 
‘Inspiration’ with lines of Burmese script. On the reverse side of 
the insert is the text ‘An Evolution in Design and Taste’, the 
diagram of the charcoal �lter, and lines of Burmese script below 
it.

(The information printed on the inner panels of the cigarette 
packaging is available as Annex 6).
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Figure 28: Front and back of 
Gold 555 Limited Edition’s insert.

Figure 29: Front and back of 
Kent Core‘s insert.
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Plain packaging is the “biggest regulatory threat to the industry, as packaging is the most important 
way tobacco companies have to communicate with the consumer and di�erentiate their products”.  
    –  Analyst, Citigroup. [April 2010] 59

Governments across the world are banning tobacco advertising, promotion, and sponsorship to 
reduce the marketing and appeal of tobacco products, requiring increasingly larger pictorial health 
warnings to communicate the real and serious harms of tobacco use, and prohibiting the use of 
product descriptors such as ‘light’ and ‘mild’ that mislead consumers into thinking such are less 
harmful than other tobacco products. 

Still, tobacco companies are able to circumvent these measures and promote their brands and 
attract both smokers and potential smokers to their harmful products. Capitalising on cigarette 
packaging spaces not required for health warnings, they have gone to great lengths to make the 
pack colourful, sophisticated, and attractive and create the perception that tobacco products are 
safe for consumption or that tobacco harms are trivial and of little consequence, even to the extent 
of using comparatively expensive hot foil stamping and metallic inks and embossing and debossing 
of logos, creating slim/superslim cigarettes, and perfume/lipstick packs, and integrating multi-pack 
cover designs into “power wall” retail displays. Ultimately, their aim is to entice people – smokers and 
potential smokers – to get addicted and stay addicted to nicotine. 

Plain or standardised packaging plugs these promotional loopholes and denormalises tobacco 
products, drawing attention to the real and present danger posed by them and the tobacco industry 
that makes and sells them.   

It is recommended that all governments introduce plain or standardised packaging to eliminate all 
promotional elements on the package, increase the e�ectiveness of health warnings, and prevent 
the perception that tobacco products are harmless or less harmful in accordance with WHO FCTC 
Articles 11 (Packaging and Labelling) and 13 (Tobacco Advertising, Promotion and Sponsorship) and 
their implementing guidelines.60 This should apply to ALL tobacco products and include the 
following: 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66

• Standardised packaging shape, size, colour, materials, and opening/access mechanism, noting:
 • Use of Pantone 448c as the least attractive colour available, based on research studies and  

 existing country experiences;
 • Prohibition of any decorative ridges, embossing, debossing, bevelled or rounded edges, or  

 irregularities of shape or texture of any package surface;
 • Prohibition of any materials or components (e.g. glue) with colours, scents or changeable  

 features (e.g. heat-sensitive inks);
 • Prohibition of pack inserts or onserts, unless required by law for additional health warnings;

Chapter 4: Conclusions and    
    Recommendations



 • Standardised shape facilitates the placement of required warnings, informational markings,  
 and �scal markings, including tax stamps;

 • Standardised size ensures that health warnings are not too small or distorted and prohibits  
 the appeal of lipstick or kiddie packs; this is related to the regulation of cigarette stick   
 diameters and lengths and the quantity of package contents;

 • Standardised colour and material of the pack includes the collar, front and rear foils, interior  
 linings, and internal surfaces of the pack; 

 • Standardised opening or access mechanism (e.g. �ip-top lid) based on the most common  
 type in the market; this will prevent innovative and attractive access mechanisms;

• Standardised font style, font size, length, location, and colour for the brand and variant names of 
the product, name and address of the producer/manufacturer, quantity of contents (e.g number 
of grams or cigarette sticks), barcodes, and any other required informational texts on the 
external surface of the package, noting:

 • Pantone Cool Grey 2C with a matte �nish is the colour speci�ed in existing standardised  
 packaging laws;

 • Many countries require the use of Lucida Sans or Helvetica font type, a maximum font size of  
 14 points for the brand name and 10 points for the brand variant, and a maximum length of  
 50 mm for the brand name and 35 mm for the brand variant;

 • Prohibit printing of emission yield �gures or statements that might imply that one brand is  
 less harmful than another, such as tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide �gures or statements  
 such as “these cigarettes contain reduced levels of nitrosamines”;

• Standardised external wrapper that is colourless, transparent, and with a plain, unmarked tear 
strip; 

• Prohibit the manufacture and use of sleeves for tobacco packages, as these may carry 
promotional elements and conceal health warnings;

• Regulation of cigarette sticks, including:
 • Standardised colour of cigarette and cigarette �lter; in Australia, an alphanumeric code is  

 permitted that cannot amount to branding, while in the United Kingdom and Ireland, the  
 brand names and variants are permitted in a speci�ed typeface and location on the stick; in  
 principle, nothing else should be printed on cigarette sticks;

 • Standardised cigarette diameter and length; this prevents the appeal of slim and superslim  
 cigarettes and the lipstick or kiddie packs they are packaged in and allows for a minimum  
 pack size that does not overly shrink or distort pictorial health warnings;   

 • Standardised or minimum quantity of contents, e.g. 20 cigarettes, 5 cigars, or 50 gm of   
 chewing tobacco; this also prevents kiddie packs or pouches;

• Compliance with health warning laws and policies, including pictorial health warnings and other 
warnings, such as textual warnings disclosing information on relevant constituents and 
emissions of tobacco products.

• Placement of the tax stamp on the side panel without obstructing any part of health warnings.
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Figure 30: Example of Australian standardised packaging.

Front

Top

Back Side 1 Side 2 Inside

Colour of collar is the 
same as the pack.

Bottom

Figure 31: Example of New Zealand standardised packaging.

Front

Top

Back Side 1 Side 2 Inside

Bottom

Colour of collar is the 
same as the pack.
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It is important that standardised packaging be implemented as part of a comprehensive set of 
tobacco control measures that includes tobacco tax increases that raise prices and make tobacco 
products less a�ordable over time, 100% smoke-free environment policies, and comprehensive bans 
on tobacco advertising, promotion, and sponsorship including industry-related corporate social 
responsibility activities. Relevant to tobacco packaging, governments should:
• Enforce large and prominent PHWs, with a size not less than 85% and location at the upper part 

of the package;
• Strengthen and enforce the ban on misleading descriptors to cover innovative descriptors that 

mislead consumers into thinking tobacco products are harmless or less harmful and to allow the 
con�scation of packs that violate the law and prosecution of violators; 

• Enforce a ban on product display at point-of-sale (POS). Only three ASEAN countries currently 
ban retail product display – Thailand (since 2005), Brunei (since 2010), and Singapore (since 
2017).

• Prohibit single-stick cigarette sales so as to ensure that health warning messages on packs reach 
consumers and to prevent the dilution of excise tax measures when cigarettes are not sold by 
the pack. 



Annex 1: What the industry claims and what research shows

“Tobacco companies still have the right to use their trademark and are simply prohibited from 
exercising a positive right to use it on tobacco products.”

 - Andrew Mitchell, International Law Expert, 
Melbourne University, 17 August, 201267

As with other tobacco control measures, the industry argues that there is no credible evidence that 
standardised packaging is e�ective to achieve public health objectives. On the contrary there is 
overwhelming evidence to disprove industry claims. 
 
Industry claims: “It would be di�cult and time-consuming for retailers in small convenience 
outlets.” The Alliance of Australian Retailers (AAR) stated before the implementation of standardised 
packaging that it would be more time-consuming for retailers to �nd cigarette packets since all of 
them look almost identical.68 They made this claim on the basis of a survey of apparently less than 10 
retailers. They also argued that their customers would turn to supermarkets and other retailers that 
are able to sell in bulk at discounted rates.69

Facts: In the �rst instance, the claims and objectives of AAR should be questioned because it was 
established in 2010 by a PR company (The Civic Group) paid by tobacco companies in Australia.70

Research conducted both before and after the implementation, however, showed that retailers 
quickly adapted to the changes, being able to retrieve a similar product soon after implementation. 
Contrary to what the AAR claimed, another study showed that standardised packaging did 
improved retailers’ e�ciency moderately. Smokers in Australia did shift their purchases from small 
retailers to large supermarkets because of large increases in taxes and prices, but there was no 
evidence of the trend speeding up after the introduction of standardised packaging.

Industry claims: “Plain/standardised packaging doesn’t work.” The industry released a series of 
reports after the implementation of standardised packaging in Australia, claiming that there has 
been no decline in the prevalence of smoking among either adults or children, and no decline in 
sales of tobacco products in Australia. Journalists and lobby groups with links to the industry have 
also published newspaper articles and YouTube advertisements claiming that standardised 
packaging has failed.71, 72

Facts: According to health groups, tobacco products’ harmfulness and addictiveness is su�cient to 
call for restriction of their promotion, and packaging is a form of promotion that should not be 
permitted.

Majority of the research that shows that standardised packaging does not work has been either 
conducted or funded directly or indirectly by the industry. A study showed that, excluding tobacco 
manufacturing and packaging companies, 109 organizations in the UK were involved in opposing 
standardised packaging, 82 (75%) of which had a �nancial relationship with one or more 
transnational tobacco companies.73
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Although it is still early to measure the full impact of standardised packaging implemented in 
Australia in December 2012, the evidence till now consistently concludes that standardised 
packaging is working,74 including a wealth of peer-reviewed studies that have been the subject of 
three systematic reviews – two in the UK and one in Ireland – that showed:75, 76, 77

• Tobacco products are less attractive.
• Restricts the use of the pack as a form of advertising and promotion.
• Limits misleading packaging (since people tend to associate an attractive pack with the contents 

being less harmful).
• Increases the e�ectiveness of health warnings.

In Australia, after the implementation of standardised packaging: 
• Smokers who perceived their cigarettes to be of lower quality and less appealing were more 

likely to think about and prioritise quitting as compared to branded pack smokers. A signi�cant 
drop in smoking in public was observed from the decline of the number of packs visible on 
tables at outdoor café strips. There were sustained e�ects during the second year of 
implementation in terms of pack display and “smoking at venues where children were present 
but not at venues where children were not present”.78

• Smokers paid more attention to the health warnings on standardised packs and self-reported 
impact of the health warnings among a large sample of smokers in New South Wales. The study 
suggested that “more regular refreshment of graphic health warnings may be needed to 
prolong the positive e�ects of standardised packaging on these behaviours”.79 Selective 
attention in visual perception keeps the smoker focused on the attractive parts of a cigarette 
pack and omits the upsetting pictorial health warnings on a branded pack.

• Standardised packaging reduced the ability of the pack to mislead consumers about the harmful 
e�ects of tobacco use.80 Evaluation of the changes in beliefs after the implementation suggested 
that there were some (if more limited) impact on misperceptions about the relative harmfulness 
of tobacco products.55

• There was a disruption in uptake among secondary school students. It was found that students 
who had seen cigarette packs in the past six months but are considered as ‘non-susceptible 
never smokers’ (i.e. had never smoked a cigarette and were certain that they would not smoke in 
the next year) signi�cantly increased in number.61 Moreover, the number of experimental 
smokers (those who had at least a pu� of a cigarette but had not smoked in the last week) and 
regular smokers declined signi�cantly.61

• Calls to the Quitline in New South Wales increased by 78%, peaking four weeks after the start of 
the transition to standardised packaging.81 This is similar to the pattern after the initial 
introduction of PHWs in 2006. It is noteworthy that the calls remained elevated for six months, 
maintaining a longer duration than after the introduction of the PHWs.82

• Several studies have found widespread public support for the standardised packaging and not 
surprisingly, one study showed a substantial increase in support for standardised packaging 
among smokers after the implementation.83 



Industry claims: “It breaches our intellectual property rights.” The industry argues that since 
tobacco companies are unable to display their branding on standardised packaging, it amounts to 
the illegal appropriation of their trademark by the government, thereby breaching their intellectual 
property (IP) rights. In Australia, tobacco companies claimed that the Tobacco Plain Packaging Act 
constituted an acquisition of their intellectual property without just terms in contravention of 
Section 51(xiii) of the Australian Constitution and that it was therefore invalid.

One of the most vocal opponents of the proposed standardised packaging legislation in Australia 
was the Institute of Public A�airs (IPA) whose tagline is “Securing Freedom for the Future”.  IPA 
describes itself as “an independent, non-pro�t public policy think tank, dedicated to preserving and 
strengthening the foundations of economic and political freedom”, but it had received considerable 
industry funding “over the past 10 years.” 84

 
IPA claimed that standardised packaging was equivalent to acquiring the IP of tobacco companies 
and hence contravened Section 51 of the Australian Constitution and various international 
conventions and trade agreements. It claimed that the government would be forced to compensate 
tobacco companies up to AUD 3 billion (USD 2.13 billion) annually.85

Facts: The industry had known since the 1990s from a legal opinion that they have no protection 
under IP rights treaties and laws. Despite knowing that their argument is false and therefore legal 
challenges were not likely to succeed, they used it to delay the introduction of standardised 
packaging.67, 86

Tobacco companies unsuccessfully challenged the Australian government in court in 2012, citing 
the government’s appropriation of their trademarks. The majority of the Court (French CJ, Gummow, 
Hayne, Bell, Crennan, and Kiefel JJ) held that, although the Government had "taken" the property of 
the tobacco companies, there had been no "acquisition" because neither the Government nor any 
third party acquired any bene�t as a result. The tobacco companies argued unsuccessfully that the 
Government had acquired bene�ts because it had acquired the use of space on the pack dedicated 
to public health warnings; or, alternatively, that it had acquired "control" of the pack.87

Arguments about the government’s liability were quickly dismissed by senior law experts, who said, 
“There is no right to use a trademark given by the World Trade Organization agreement. There is a 
right to prevent others using your trademark, but that does not translate into a right to use your own 
trademark.” 88

Industry claims: “It infringes international trade agreements in Australia and elsewhere.” In 
response to Ukraine’s request, the World Trade Organization (WTO) Dispute Settlement Body agreed 
to set up a panel on 28 September 2012 to assess whether Australia’s standardised packaging law 
had breached intellectual property (IP) rules under the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement or had violated the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 
(TBT) because it is more trade-restrictive than necessary to ful�ll a legitimate objective.89 In 2012 and 
2013, Honduras, Indonesia, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic brought similar complaints to the 
WTO.90
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Facts: International law experts have explained that tobacco companies still have the right to use 
their trademark and are simply prohibited from exercising a positive right to use it on tobacco 
products. On 28 June 2018, the panel set up by the WTO Dispute Settlement Body dismissed all the 
legal challenges lodged by the complainants, concluding that plain packaging was consistent with 
WTO trade obligations, con�rming that TRIPS does not provide a right to use a trademark.91  
Honduras has appealed this decision through the WTO Appellate Body.92 

Industry claims: “Plain/standardised packaging will lead to increased smuggling.”  The industry 
argued that standardised packaging makes counterfeiting much easier and thus would cause illicit 
cigarettes to spiral out of control. Organised crime gangs would make unprecedented pro�ts at the 
expense of the industry. KPMG and Deloitte subsequently released a series of tobacco-funded 
reports claiming that there has been in increase in illicit tobacco use since 2013. They have not, 
however, provided evidence of increases in local brand counterfeiting.

Facts: Extensive national government surveys have shown that illicit trade rate remains at around 
3%.93  The tobacco industry relied on a report by KPMG that what the companies say indicates illicit 
trade has increased. However, KPMG has written to governments to say that its report, Illicit Tobacco 
in Australia – 2013 Half Year Report has been “misrepresented by others, without our consent, to 
suggest it supports the contention that plain packaging could lead to an increase in tobacco 
smuggling and duty avoidance.94  

The industry estimates of illicit unbranded tobacco were derived from an internet survey of smokers 
and an estimate of contraband cigarette use based on a survey of discarded cigarette packs.95

Health groups have been highly critical of the industry-funded internet surveys because:
• Internet surveys are not randomised and depend on smokers opting in to the survey. This 

increases the possibility of a higher percentage of respondents being interested in illicit tobacco 
than would occur across the total population.61 

• The discarded packs were collected within capital cities and major regional centres. This 
approach is questionable because more than 70% of the Australian population lives outside 
these places and furthermore, the estimates of illicit tobacco use are extrapolated from the 
surveys to the entire population. It is quite plausible that the illicit tobacco use would be 
substantially lower in rural population, which may be hundreds of miles from illicit distribution 
channels.61 Even then, there was no information on the exact collection locations in the suburbs 
within the listed cities, neither was there any exact methodology.



Industry claims: Implementation of standardised packaging may create a domino e�ect with 
other consumer products such as alcohol and food (slippery slope).

Although there have not been standardised packaging initiatives 
taken beyond tobacco products, it caused concern among global 
IP associations (e.g. International Trade Mark Association, 
MARQUES, ECTA and ICC BASCAP) that standardised packaging 
of tobacco products may set a precedent for other products that 
are deemed unhealthy.96 

Facts: The World Health Organization clari�ed that “The WHO is 
not recommending adoption of standardised packaging for 
products other than tobacco products. Tobacco products are 
uniquely harmful, and there is a body of evidence showing that 
standardised packaging of tobacco products is an e�ective 
public health intervention.” 74 

Interestingly, there were reports that Indonesia planned to 
introduce standardised packaging for alcoholic products (such as 
wine) as a retaliation against Australia’s implementation of 
standardised packaging for tobacco products, given Indonesia is 
a signi�cant exporter of tobacco.97, 98
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Figure 32: The industry provokes 
other industries to join them.
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Annex 2: Cigarette packs by country 

Cambodia
555 Gold

Front Back

ARA Menthol Fine Charcoal Filter

Mevius Option Purple

Front Back

Front Back Front Back

Indonesia
Djarum Super

Front Back

Dji Sam Soe Super Premium Gudang Garam International, Filter

Front Back Front Back

L.A. Menthol

Front Back

Marlboro (Red) Sampoerna A Mild

Front Back Front Back
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Lao PDR
L&M Fine Cut

Front Back

Marlboro (Red)

Front Back

Malaysia
Dunhill (bevelled pack)

Front Back

Marlboro (Red) Mevius (bevelled pack)

Pall Mall (Green, bevelled pack)

Front Back

Front Back Front Back

Winston (bevelled pack)

Front Back
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Myanmar
London Filter

Front Back

Mevius Original Blue Red Ruby

Kent Core

Front Back

Front Back Front Back

Philippines
Fortune Tribal

Front Back

Hope Luxury Marlboro (Red)

Front Back
Front Back

Winston Deep Blue (bevelled pack)

Front Back

Philip Morris Menthol 100’s (soft pack)

Front Back

Winston Green

Front Back
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Singapore
Dunhill

Front Back

Marlboro Pall Mall

UNO Snow Original Slims

Front Back

Front Back Front Back

Prototypes of standardised packs that will appear by July 2020.

5/2/2019 standardised-packaging-and-enlarged-graphic-health-warnings-for-tobacco-products.jpg (670×377)

1/1

Thailand
Falling Rain (soft pack)

Front Back

Krong Thip (soft pack) L&M Green (soft pack)

Marlboro

Front Back

Front Back Front Back

Wonder Green (soft pack)

Front Back
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Vietnam
555 Gold Limited Edition

Front Back

Blue Seal Apple Craven “A”

Hoan Kiem

Front Back

Front Back Front Back

Marlboro Advance Clearsense

Front Back

Saigon Silver

Front Back

Thang Long

Front Back

Vinataba

Front Back
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Annex 3: Cigarette packaging size and colour by brand 

Country Cigarette brand Pack size (W X H X D) cm Packaging colour

Cambodia

Indonesia

Lao PDR 

Malaysia

Myanmar

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

Vietnam 

ARA menthol
Mevius option purple 
555 Gold
Luxury 
FINE
Djarum Super
Dji Sam Soe 
Gudang Garam International 
L.A Menthol 
Marlboro 
Sampoerna A Mild 
L&M 
Marlboro
Dunhill 
Marlboro 
Mevius 
Pall Mall 
Winston 
London
Mevius
Red Ruby
Kent Core
Winston Deep Blue
Fortune Tribal 
Hope Luxury 
Marlboro 
Philip Morris Menthol 
Winston
Pall Mall (mint) 
Dunhill 
Marlboro 
Uno Snow Original Slims
Falling Rain 
Krong Thip 
Wonder 
L&M Green 
Marlboro 
555 Gold 
Blue Seal 
Craven A 
Hoan Kiem Menthol 
Saigon Silver 
Thang Long 
Vinataba 
Marlboro Advance Clearsense 

5.6 x 8.7 x 2.4
5.6 x 8.8 x 2.4
5.5 x 8.7 x 2.6
5.5 x 8.6 x 2.4
5.6 x 8.7 x 2.3
5.0 x 9.3 x 1.8
6.1 x 8.8 x 1.9
5.0 x 8.3 x 1.7
5.8 x 9.3 x 1.5
5.5 x 8.8 x 2.3
5.8 x 9.3 x 1.5
5.6 x 8.9 x 2.3
5.7 x 8.9 x 2.3
5.5 x 8.9 x 2.4
5.5 x 8.9 x 2.5
5.5 x 8.9 x 2.4
5.5 x 8.8 x 2.3
5.3 x 8.8 x 2.3
5.6 x 8.6 x 2.3
5.6 x 8.7 x 2.2
5.8 x 8.9 x 2.2
5.6 x 8.6 x 2.3
5.6 x 8.8 x 2.1
5.6 x 8.2 x 2.2
5 X 9.8 X2
5.6 x 8.4 x 2.2
5.4 x 9.7 x 2
5.5 x 8.2 x 2.2
-
-
-
-
5.0 x 8.6 x 2.0
5.0 x 8.5 x 2.0
5.4 x 8.2 x 2.0
4.1 x 8.0 x 2.0
5.0 x 8.7 x 2.0
5.6 x 8.6 x 2.3
6.2 x 10.0 x 1.3
5.7 x 8.8 x 2.8
5.1 x 8.5 x 2.1
4.8 x 8.1 x 2.0
5.6 x 8.8 x 2.3
5.6 x 8.8 x 2.3
5.5 x 8.8 x 2.3

Green
Blue
Blue
White 
White
Red and black
Black
Red with gold border
White 
Red and white
White and red
White
Red and white
Red
Red and white
Blue
Green
White and blue
Gold
Blue
Red and white
Blue
Blue
Silver and Blue
Green 
Red and white
Green and silver
Green
Blue
Blue
Red and white
Silver
Green
Red
Green
Green
Red and black
Blue 
White
White and red
Green
Silver
Yellow
Gold
Light and dark blue 
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Annex 4: Information printed on the side panels of the cigarette packaging  

Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Cambodia ARA 

Menthol 
ARA British American 

Tobacco, Cambodia 
Nil Yes Yes Nil Not for sale to 

persons  below 18 
Yes Nil 

Mevius 
Option 
Purple  

Mevius 
Option 
Purple 

Imported under 
authority of JT 
International. A 
trademark of JT, 
Japan Tobacco Inc. 

Nil Yes Yes Nil Text in 
Cambodian script; 
20 Class A 
Cigarettes 

Yes Nil 

555 Gold 555 Gold Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil 20; Not for sale to 
persons below 18  

Yes Nil 

Luxury  Luxury 
Filter Kings 

Made under 
authority of Viniton 
Tobacco Co., Ltd. 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 King Size Filter 
Cigarettes 

Yes Nil 

FINE Fine 
Charcoal 
Filter 

Nil Nil Yes Imperial 
Tobacco 

Nil 20 King Size Filter 
Cigarettes 

Yes Nil 

Indonesia Djarum 
Super 

with 
Superfine 
Clove TM 

Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil SKM (Sigaret 
Kretek Mesin; 
machine-
manufactured 
cigarettes); 
Dilarang 
Menjual/Memberi 
Pada Anak Usia 
Dibawah 18 
Tahun Dan 
Perempuan Hamil 
(Not for 
sale/given to 
children below 18 
and pregnant 
women) 

Yes 1.8 mg Nikotin; 32 
mg tar (1.8 mg 
nicotine; 32 mg 
tar) 

Dji Sam Soe  Nil Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil SKM (Sigaret 
Kretek Mesin; 
machine-rolled 
kretek cigarettes); 
Dilarang 
Menjual/Memberi 
Pada Anak Usia 
Dibawah 18 
Tahun Dan 
Perempuan Hamil 
(Not for 
sale/given to 
children below 18 
and pregnant 
women) 

Yes 39 mg tar; 2.3 mg 
Nikotin; (39 mg 
tar; 2.3 mg 
nicotine) 

Gudang 
Garam 
International  

Gudang 
Garam 

Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil 12 Premium Filter 
Cigarettes; 
Dilarang 
Menjual/Memberi 
Pada Anak Usia Di 
Bawah 18 Thn 
Dan Perempuan 
Hamil. (Not for 
sale/given to 
children below 18 
and pregnant 
women) 
 
 

Yes 31 mg tar; 2.2 mg 
nikotin (31 mg 
tar; 2.2 mg 
nicotine) 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Indonesia L.A. 

Menthol  
L.A. 
Menthol 

Nil Nil Yes Yes Nil SKM (Sigaret 
Kretek Mesin; 
machine-rolled 
kretek cigarettes); 
Dilarang 
Menjual/Memberi 
Pada Anak Usia 
16 (cigarettes); Di 
Bawah 18 Thn 
Dan Perempuan 
Hamil (Not for 
sale/given to 
children below 18 
and pregnant 
women) 

Yes 15 mg tar; 1 mg 
nikotin (15 mg 
tar; 1 mg nicotine) 

Marlboro  Marlboro Nil Nil Yes Nil Firm 
FilterTM 

Flip-top box; 
American blend; 
20 Class A 
Cigarettes; SPM 
(white cigarettes); 
Dilarang 
Menjual/Memberi 
Pada Anak Usia 
Dibawah 18 
Tahun Dan 
Perempuan Hamil 
(Not for 
sale/given to 
children below 18 
and pregnant 
women) 

Yes 13 mg tar; 1.0 mg 
nikotin (13 mg 
tar; 1.0 mg 
nicotine) 

Sampoerna 
A Mild  

Nil Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil bukan basa-basi; 
16 (Not lip-
service; 16 
Lasermild® 
Kretek); SKM 
(Sigaret Kretek 
Mesin; machine-
rolled kretek 
cigarettes); 
Dilarang 
Menjual/Memberi 
Pada Anak Usia 
Dibawah 18 
Tahun Dan 
Perempuan Hamil 
(Not for 
sale/given to 
children below 18 
and pregnant 
women) 

Yes 14 mg tar; 1.0 mg 
nikotin (14 mg 
tar; 1.0 mg 
nicotine) 

Lao PDR  L&M  Nil Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil Textual health 
warning in Lao 
language 

Yes Nil 

Marlboro Nil Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil Textual health 
warning in Lao 
language 

Yes Nil 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Malaysia  Dunhill  Nil British American 

Tobacco; Diimport 
oleh Commerical 
Marketers & 
Distributors Sdn 
Bhd, Jalan 
Universiti, P.J. 
(Imported by 
Commerical 
Marketers & 
Distributors Sdn 
Bhd, Jalan 
Universiti, P.J.; 
made under the 
authority of Dunhill 
Tobacco of London 
by PT BINI Tbk, 
Indonesia. Dunhill 
1-800-88-1907 

Nil Yes Yes 
(British 
American 
Tobacco) 

Nil Dilarang Jual 
Kepada Orang 
Bawah Umur 18 
Tahun (Not for 
sale to persons 
under 18); 20 
batang rokok (20 
sticks of 
cigarette). 

Yes Produk ini 
mengandungi 
lebih 4,000 bahan 
kimia termasuk 
tar, nikotina dan 
karbon 
monoksida yang 
membahayakan 
kesihatan. (This 
product has more 
than 4,000 
chemicals 
including tar, 
nicotine dan 
carbon monoxide 
that endanger 
health) 

Marlboro  Nil Diimport oleh Philip 
Morris (Malaysia) 
Sdn Bhd, Oakland 
Industrial Park, 
70200  
Seremban 
(Imported by Philip 
Morris (Malaysia) 
Sdn Bhd, Oakland 
Industrial Park, 
70200  
Seremban); Made 
by PT Philip Morris 
Indonesia; Under 
Authority of Philip 
Morris Brands Sarl, 
Switzerland. 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 batang rokok 
(20 sticks of 
cigarette); 
Dilarang Jual 
Kepada Orang 
Bawah Umur 18 
Tahun (Not for 
sale to persons 
under 18) 

Yes Produk ini 
mengandungi 
lebih 4,000 bahan 
kimia termasuk 
tar, nikotina dan 
karbon 
monoksida yang 
membahayakan 
kesihatan. (This 
product has more 
than 4,000 
chemicals 
including tar, 
nicotine dan 
carbon monoxide 
that endanger 
health) 

Mevius  Nil JT International 
Tobacco Sdn Bhd, 
Persiaran Raja 
Muda, 40700 Shah 
Alam; 1-800-228-
338 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 batang rokok; 
Dilarang Jual 
Kepada Orang 
Bawah Umur 18 
Tahun (Not for 
sale to persons 
under 18) 

Yes Produk ini 
mengandungi 
lebih 4,000 bahan 
kimia termasuk 
tar, nikotina dan 
karbon 
monoksida yang 
membahayakan 
kesihatan. (This 
product has more 
than 4,000 
chemicals 
including tar, 
nicotine dan 
carbon monoxide 
that endanger 
health) 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Malaysia Pall Mall  Nil Diimport oleh 

Commerical 
Marketers & 
Distributors Sdn 
Bhd, Jalan 
Universiti, P.J. 
(Imported by 
Commerical 
Marketers & 
Distributors Sdn 
Bhd, Jalan 
Universiti, P.J.; 
Made under the 
authority of 
American-Cigarette 
Company (Overseas) 
Limited by PT BINI 
Tbk, Indonesia 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 batang rokok; 
Dilarang Jual 
Kepada Orang 
Bawah Umur 18 
Tahun (Not for 
sale to persons 
under 18) 

Yes Produk ini 
mengandungi 
lebih 4,000 bahan 
kimia termasuk 
tar, nikotina dan 
karbon 
monoksida yang 
membahayakan 
kesihatan. (This 
product has more 
than 4,000 
chemicals 
including tar, 
nicotine dan 
carbon monoxide 
that endanger 
health) 

Winston  Nil JT International 
Tobacco Sdn Bhd, 
Persiaran Raja 
Muda, 40700 Shah 
Alam; 1-800-228-
338 

Nil Yes Yes Nil 20 batang rokok; 
Dilarang Jual 
Kepada Orang 
Bawah Umur 18 
Tahun (Not for 
sale to persons 
under 18) 

Yes Produk ini 
mengandungi 
lebih 4,000 bahan 
kimia termasuk 
tar, nikotina dan 
karbon 
monoksida yang 
membahayakan 
kesihatan. (This 
product has more 
than 4,000 
chemicals 
including tar, 
nicotine dan 
carbon monoxide 
that endanger 
health) 

Myanmar London Nil Nil Nil Yes Yes 
(British 
American 
Tobacco 
Group) 

Nil Text in Burmese 
language. 

Yes Text in Burmese 
language. 

Mevius Nil A product of JT 
International 

Nil Yes Nil Nil Text in Burmese 
language. 

Yes Text in Burmese 
language. 

Red Ruby Nil Nil Nil Yes  Nil Text in Burmese 
language. 

Yes Text in Burmese 
language. 

Kent Core Nil Nil Nil Yes Yes 
(British 
American 
Tobacco) 

Nil Text in Burmese 
language. 

Yes Text in Burmese 
language. 

Winston 
Deep Blue 

Nil A product of JT 
International 

Nil Yes Nil Nil Text in Burmese 
language. 

Yes Text in Burmese 
language. 

Philippines Fortune 
Tribal  

Fortune 
Tribal 

Made in the 
Philippines by 
PMFTC Inc. Factory 
No. A-5-03-10-
00141, Lot 3 Phase 
1B FPIP, Tanauan 
City, Batangas. 

Quit 
Smoking: 
www. 
beat-
tobacco.
ph 

Yes Nil Nil The Finest Virginia 
Tobaccos 
American Blend; 
20 Class A 
Cigarettes; For 
Domestic Sale 
Only; Not for sale 
to minors. 

Yes Nil 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Philippines Hope 

Luxury  
Hope 
Luxury 

Made in the 
Philippines by 
PMFTC Inc. Plants 
C&D, Champaca St., 
Brgy. Fortune, 
Marikina City, MM 
Factory No. A-5-03-
01-00142 

Nil Yes Nil Nil Not for sale to 
minors; For 
Domestic Sale 
Only; Blended 
with the finest 
Virginia Tobaccos 
American Blend; 
20 Class A 
cigarettes. 

Yes Ang Usok Ng 
Sigarilyo Ay May 
FORMALIN (Pang-
Embalmsamo) 
(Cigarette smoke 
contains 
FORMALIN (an 
embalming liquid) 

Marlboro  Nil Made in the 
Philippines by 
PMFTC Inc. Factory 
No. A-5-03-10-
00141; Lot 3 Phase 
1B, FPIP, Tanauan 
City, Batangas. 
 

Quit 
Smoking: 
www. 
beat-
tobacco.
ph 

Yes Nil Firm 
FilterTM 

Not for sale to 
minors; For 
Domestic Sale 
Only 

Yes Nil 

Philip 
Morris 
Menthol  

Philip 
Morris 
100’s 

Made in the 
Philippines by 
PMFTC Inc. Plants 
C&D, Champaca St., 
Brgy. Fortune, 
Marikina City, MM 
Factory No. A-5-03-
01-00142 

Quit 
Smoking: 
www. 
beat-
tobacco.
ph 

Yes Nil Nil Not for sale to 
minors; For 
Domestic Sale 
Only; 20 Class A 
cigarettes 

Yes Nil 

Winston  Nil Made in Malaysia, 
For Export to the 
Philippines, Tax and 
Duty Paid. 
A Quality Product of 
JT International 
Tobacco Sdn Bhd. 
Imported by: JT 
International 
(Philippines) Inc. 
28th Street corner, 
11th Avenue, 
Bonifacio Global 
City, Taguig City, 
Philippines. 
Importer No. ETAD-
T-333-20. 

Quit 
Smoking: 
www. 
beat-
tobacco.
ph 

Yes Nil Nil 20 Class A 
cigarettes 

Yes Nil 

Thailand Falling Rain  Falling Rain 
90 

Thailand Tobacco 
Monopoly 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 cigarettes; the 
rest of the text is 
in Thai language. 

Nil 
(soft 
pack) 

Text is in Thai 
language. 

Krong Thip  Krong Thip 
90 

Thailand Tobacco 
Monopoly 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 cigarettes; the 
rest of the text is 
in Thai language. 

Nil 
(soft 
pack) 

Text is in Thai 
language. 

Wonder  Nil Nil Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 cigarettes; the 
rest of the text is 
in Thai language. 

Nil 
(soft 
pack) 

Text is in Thai 
language. 

L&M Green  Nil Made under 
authority Philip 
Morris Products by 
Philip Morris; 
Philippines 
Manufacturing Inc., 
Philippines; A-5-
2002-02 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 cigarettes; For 
Sale Only in 
Thailand; the rest 
of the text is in 
Thai language. 

Nil 
(soft 
pack) 

Text is in Thai 
language. 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Thailand Marlboro  Nil Made under 

authority Philip 
Morris Brands Sàrl 
by Philip Morris; 
Philippines 
Manufacturing Inc., 
Philippines; A-5-
2002-02 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 Class A 
Cigarettes; For 
Sale Only in 
Thailand; the rest 
of the text is in 
Thai language. 

Yes Text is in Thai 
language. 

Vietnam 555 Gold  No. 555, 
Albert Levy 
(signature) 

San xuat tai Viet 
Nam boi Cong ty 
TNHH LIEN DOANH 
VINA-BAT Lo C45/I, 
ouong so 7, KCN 
Vinh Loc, Hyyen 
Binh Chanh, Tp. Ho 
Chi Minh, duoi su 
chop hep cua. 
British-American 
Tobacco Marketing 
(Singapore) Pte Ltd, 
15 Senoko Loop, 
Singapore 758168. 

Nil Yes British 
American 
Tobacco 
Group 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
(20 cigarettes);  

Yes Nil 

Blue Seal  Blue Seal 
Apple 

San Xuat Tai, Cong 
Ty Thuoc La Thang 
Long, 235 Nguyen 
Trai – Quan Thanh 
Xuan – Ha Noi 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 Slim Size - 
Made in Vietnam; 
Quality Assured 
Firm - ISO 
9001:2008 (an ISO 
seal) 

Yes Nil 

Craven A  Nil San Xuat Tai Viet 
Nam Boi Tong Cong 
Ty Cong Nghiep Sai 
Gon, Duong So 5, 
KCN Vinh Loc A, Q. 
Binh Tan, TP. Ho Chi 
Minh Duoi Su Cho 
Phep Cua Carreras 
Limited, London, 
England 

Nil Yes Yes 
(British 
American 
Tobacco 
Group; 
Craven A) 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
Đầu Lọc (20 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Hoan Kiem 
Menthol  

Hoan Kiem 
Thuoc La 
Dau Loc 

San Xuat Tai Cong 
Ty Thuoc La Thang 
Long 235 Nguyen 
Trai 

Nil Yes Since 
1957, 
Thang 
Long 
Tobacco; 
Vinataba 
Thang 
Long 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
Đầu Lọc (20 filter 
cigarettes); 
Quality Assured 
Firm - ISO 
9001:2015 (an ISO 
seal) 

Yes 
 

Nil 

Saigon 
Silver  

Saigon 
Silver 

Cong Ty Thuoc La 
Sai Gon, C45/I, 
Duong So 7, KCN 
Vinh Loc-H. Binh 
Chanh-TP. HCM-VN 

Nil Yes Yes 
(Vinataba
, Saigon) 

Nil 20 Điếu (20 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Thang Long  Thang Long San Xuat Tai; Cong 
Ty Thuoc La Thang 
Long; 235 Nguyen 
Trai-Quan Thanh 
Xuan - Hanoi 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 Điếu (20 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Vinataba  Nil Made under 
authority of 
Vinataba 
TCCS01/2016.CBHQ 
6611/2016/ATTP-
TNCB 

Nil Yes Yes 
(Vinataba 
Virginia) 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
Đầu Lọc (20 filter 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 
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Marlboro 
Advance 
Clear sense  

Nil Sản xuất tại Việt 
Nam bởi Công ty 
TNHH Vinataba – 
Philip Morris Quốc 
lộ 1, Km8, Quân Cắi 
Răng, Thành phố 
Cần Thơ, dưới sự 
cho phẹp của Philip 
Morris Brands Sarl. 
(Made in Vietnam 
by Vinataba 
Company Limited - 
Philip Morris 
Highway 1, Km8, Cai 
Rang District, Can 
Tho City, under the 
supervision of Philip 
Morris Brands Sarl.) 

Nil Yes Yes 
Marlboro 
Advance 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
(20 cigarettes) 

Yes không bán cho 
người vị thành 
niên (Not for sale 
to minors) 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Side panel 
Brand 
name 

 

Manufacturer’s 
information 

(specify) 

Quit Line 
contact 

Bar 
code 

Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for 

filter 

Information 
(specify) 

Tax 
stamp 

Disclosure of 
information on 

relevant 
constituents and 

emissions of 
tobacco products 

(specify) 
Thailand Marlboro  Nil Made under 

authority Philip 
Morris Brands Sàrl 
by Philip Morris; 
Philippines 
Manufacturing Inc., 
Philippines; A-5-
2002-02 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 Class A 
Cigarettes; For 
Sale Only in 
Thailand; the rest 
of the text is in 
Thai language. 

Yes Text is in Thai 
language. 

Vietnam 555 Gold  No. 555, 
Albert Levy 
(signature) 

San xuat tai Viet 
Nam boi Cong ty 
TNHH LIEN DOANH 
VINA-BAT Lo C45/I, 
ouong so 7, KCN 
Vinh Loc, Hyyen 
Binh Chanh, Tp. Ho 
Chi Minh, duoi su 
chop hep cua. 
British-American 
Tobacco Marketing 
(Singapore) Pte Ltd, 
15 Senoko Loop, 
Singapore 758168. 

Nil Yes British 
American 
Tobacco 
Group 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
(20 cigarettes);  

Yes Nil 

Blue Seal  Blue Seal 
Apple 

San Xuat Tai, Cong 
Ty Thuoc La Thang 
Long, 235 Nguyen 
Trai – Quan Thanh 
Xuan – Ha Noi 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 Slim Size - 
Made in Vietnam; 
Quality Assured 
Firm - ISO 
9001:2008 (an ISO 
seal) 

Yes Nil 

Craven A  Nil San Xuat Tai Viet 
Nam Boi Tong Cong 
Ty Cong Nghiep Sai 
Gon, Duong So 5, 
KCN Vinh Loc A, Q. 
Binh Tan, TP. Ho Chi 
Minh Duoi Su Cho 
Phep Cua Carreras 
Limited, London, 
England 

Nil Yes Yes 
(British 
American 
Tobacco 
Group; 
Craven A) 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
Đầu Lọc (20 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Hoan Kiem 
Menthol  

Hoan Kiem 
Thuoc La 
Dau Loc 

San Xuat Tai Cong 
Ty Thuoc La Thang 
Long 235 Nguyen 
Trai 

Nil Yes Since 
1957, 
Thang 
Long 
Tobacco; 
Vinataba 
Thang 
Long 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
Đầu Lọc (20 filter 
cigarettes); 
Quality Assured 
Firm - ISO 
9001:2015 (an ISO 
seal) 

Yes 
 

Nil 

Saigon 
Silver  

Saigon 
Silver 

Cong Ty Thuoc La 
Sai Gon, C45/I, 
Duong So 7, KCN 
Vinh Loc-H. Binh 
Chanh-TP. HCM-VN 

Nil Yes Yes 
(Vinataba
, Saigon) 

Nil 20 Điếu (20 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Thang Long  Thang Long San Xuat Tai; Cong 
Ty Thuoc La Thang 
Long; 235 Nguyen 
Trai-Quan Thanh 
Xuan - Hanoi 

Nil Yes Nil Nil 20 Điếu (20 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Vinataba  Nil Made under 
authority of 
Vinataba 
TCCS01/2016.CBHQ 
6611/2016/ATTP-
TNCB 

Nil Yes Yes 
(Vinataba 
Virginia) 

Nil 20 Điếu Thuốc Lá 
Đầu Lọc (20 filter 
cigarettes) 

Yes Nil 

Clearsense
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Annex 5: Information printed on the top and bottom panels of the cigarette packaging  

Country Cigarette Brand Brand name 
(Specify: top or 
bottom or both) 

Brand logo 
(Specify: top or 
bottom or both) 

Top panel Top/Bottom panel 
Tax stamp  Tear tape  Information (specify: serial number, security 

ink, manufacturing date) 
Cambodia ARA menthol nil (both) ARA (both) Nil Transparent Bottom: Some embossed numbers. 

Mevius option 
purple  

Mevius Option 
Purple (both) 

Both Nil Transparent Bottom: Some embossed numbers. 

555 Gold No. 555; Albert 
Levy (signature) 
(both) 

Nil Nil Transparent Bottom: Some embossed numbers. 

Luxury  Luxury (both) Nil Nil Transparent Nil 
FINE Fine Charcoal 

filter (both) 
Coat-of-arms (both) Nil Transparent Nil 

Indonesia Djarum Super Djarum Super 
(both) 

 Nil Transparent Bottom: PT Djarum; Kudus – Indonesia.Kode; 
Produksi (production code) inclusive date.  

Dji Sam Soe  Dji Sam Soe (both) Nil Yes Black 
imprinted 
with Dji Sam 
Soe in gold 

Bottom: Manufacturer’s information (partially 
hidden by tax stamp); Kode Produksi 
(production code) inclusive production date. 

Gudang Garam 
International  

Gudang Garam 
(top) 

Nil Nil Not Available Bottom: Manufactured by PT. Gudang Garam 
Tbk.; Kediri – Indonesia; embossed serial 
number. 

L.A Menthol  L.A Menthol 
(both) 

Bottom Nil Transparent Bottom: PT Djarum; Kudus – Indonesia; 
Produksi (production code) inclusive 
production date. 

Marlboro  Marlboro (both) Nil Nil Transparent Bottom: Made by PT Philip Morris Indonesia, 
Karawang; Kode Produksi: (Production code); 
Rectangular security ink patch with 
manufacturing date and serial number. 

Sampoerna A 
Mild  

Nil Both Nil Transparent Bottom: Dibuat Oleh PT HM Sampoerna Tbk.; 
Surabaya – Indonesia. Rectangular security ink 
patch with manufacturing date and serial 
number. 

Lao PDR  L&M  L&M Red Label 
(bottom) 
 

Coat-of-arms 
(top) 

Nil Transparent Bottom: Made by PT Philip Morris Indonesia. 
Rectangular security ink patch with serial 
number. 

Marlboro Marlboro (top 
[faded print] and 
bottom [red]) 

Red chevron (top) Nil Transparent Bottom: Made by PT Philip Morris Indonesia; 
Rectangular security ink patch with 
manufacturing date and serial number. 

Malaysia  Dunhill  Top: Dunhill (in 
cursive script), 
Tobacco of 
London; Bottom: 
‘Dunhill’ in bold  

Nil Nil Transparent Bottom: Tarikh dikilang (Manufacturing date); 
code 

Marlboro  Marlboro (both) Nil Nil Transparent Bottom: 1-800-88-0033 Consumer Line; Date 
manufactured; Rectangular security ink patch 
with serial number. 

Mevius  Mevius (both) Both Nil Transparent Bottom: Baik Sbl: (Best before:) 
Pall Mall  Pall Mall (both) Nil Nil Transparent Top: 1-800-22-1899;  

Bottom: Tarikh dikilang (Manufacturing date); 
code 

Winston  Nil ‘Winston’ within the 
“eagle”’s wing 
(both) 

Nil Transparent Bottom: Tarikh dikilang (Manufacturing date); 
code 

Myanmar London London Filter 
(bottom) 

Crown (bottom) Nil Not available Top: Health warning in Burmese language; 
Bottom: Serial number 

Mevius  Mevius Original 
Blue (bottom) 

Both Nil Transparent Top: Health warning in Burmese language; 
Bottom: bar code 

Red Ruby Nil Nil Nil Transparent Top: Health warning in Burmese language; 
Bottom: Embossed serial number 

Kent Core Kent Core 
(bottom) 

Nil Nil Transparent Top: Health warning in Burmese language; 
Bottom: Embossed serial number 

Winston Deep 
Blue 

Nil ‘Winston’ within the 
“eagle”’s wing, 
Deep Blue(bottom) 

Nil Transparent 
 

Top: Health warning in Burmese language; 
Bottom: Bar code 
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Country Cigarette Brand Brand name 
(Specify: top or 
bottom or both) 

Brand logo 
(Specify: top or 
bottom or both) 

Top panel Top/Bottom panel 
Tax stamp  Tear tape  Information (specify: serial number, security 

ink, manufacturing date) 
Philippines Fortune Tribal  Fortune Tribal 

Blue Label (both) 
Nil Nil Transparent Bottom: Rectangular security ink patch with 

serial number. 
Hope Luxury  Hope Luxury 

Menthol 100s 
Nil Yes Gold Top: Serial number 

Marlboro  Marlboro (both) Nil Nil Transparent Rectangular security ink patch with serial 
number. 

Philip Morris 
Menthol  

Philip Morris 
Menthol 100s 
(bottom) 

Nil Yes Transparent Bottom: Serial number 

Winston  Nil ‘Winston’ within the 
“eagle”’s wing 
(both) 

Nil Transparent Bottom: Serial number 

Thailand Falling Rain  Falling Rain (in 
Thai) (bottom) 

Nil Yes Transparent Nil 

Krong Thip  Krong Thip 90 Yes Yes Transparent Nil 
Wonder  Wonder (bottom) Nil Yes Not Available Nil 
L&M Green  Nil L&M crest (bottom) Yes Not Available Bottom: Serial number 
Marlboro  Marlboro Se7en 

Red (both) 
Nil Nil Not Available Nil 

Vietnam 555 Gold  555 Limited 
Edition (top) 
No. 555, Albert 
Levy signature 

Nil Nil Transparent Bottom: Serial number 

Blue Seal  Blue Seal Apple 
(both) 

Nil Nil Silver dash 
line 

Bottom: NSX: (ngày sản xuất, production date); 
HSD: 09 tháng ke tu NSX (hạn sử dụng, expiry 
date; 09 tháng kể từ, 09 months from 
Production Date). 

Craven A  Craven “A” Yes (both) Nil Transparent NSX: (ngày sản xuất, production date); HSD: 12 
tháng (months) 

Hoan Kiem 
Menthol  

Hoan Kiem 
Menthol (bottom) 

Nil Yes Transparent 
with 'THANG 
LONG 
TOBACCO 
COMPANY' 
printed in 
matte gold. 

Bottom: NSX: (ngày sản xuất, production date); 
HSD: 09 tháng ke tu NSX (hạn sử dụng, expiry 
date; 09 tháng kể từ, 09 months from 
Production Date). 

Saigon Silver  Top: Saigon Silver 
Bottom: Saigon 

Yes (Top) Nil Transparent Serial number; HSD 09 tháng ke tu NSX (09 
months from Production Date). 

Thang Long  Thang Long (both) Nil Nil white dash 
line 

Bottom: NSX: (ngày sản xuất, production date); 
HSD: 09 tháng ke tu NSX (hạn sử dụng, expiry 
date; 09 tháng kể từ, 09 months from 
Production Date). 

Vinataba  Vinataba Virginia 
(both) 

Nil Nil Imprinted 
with white 
‘vinataba’. 

Bottom: Embossed serial number; 
NSX: (ngày sản xuất, production date); HSD: 09 
tháng ke tu NSX (hạn sử dụng, expiry date; 09 
tháng kể từ, 09 months from Production Date). 

Marlboro 
Advance 
Clearsense  

Marlboro (both) Chevron (bottom) Nil Transparent Bottom: Rectangular security ink patch with 
serial number and NSX: (ngày sản xuất, 
production date).  
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Annex 6: Information printed on the inner panels of the cigarette packaging  

Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Collar Front and Rear Foils 
(specify: coloured, 

textured, or embossed 
with logo or words) 

Resealable 
flaps 

 

Inserts 
Colour Brand name 

 
Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for filter 

Cambodia ARA 
menthol 

White Nil Nil Nil Silver textured paper-
backed silver 
aluminium foil. 

Nil Nil 

Mevius 
option 
purple  

Dark blue Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
with Mevius logo 
embossed. 

Nil Nil 

555 Gold Gold Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
navy blue aluminium 
foil with 'Albert Levy' 
embossed on top of the 
front foil and 'STATE 
EXPRESS BLEND NO. 
555' fronting the lid. 

Nil Nil 

Luxury  White Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil. 

Nil Nil 

FINE White Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil. 

Nil Nil 

Indonesia Djarum 
Super 

Gold Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil 
with Djarum trademark 
on the front foil. 

Nil Nil 

Dji Sam Soe  Black 
(entire 
inside) 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Gold descriptor on the inner lid: 
'Sebuah Mahakarya Indonesia 
yang berpegang teguh pada 
tradisi yang mengagungkan 
kesempurnaan sejak 1913. 
Tembakau dan cengkeh terbaik, 
diramu oleh tangan ahli dan 
berpengalaman, menghasilkan 
cita rasa tinggi Dji Sam Soe Super 
Premium. Setiap batang 
dibungkuskan secara khusus untuk 
menjaga cita rasa khas dan 
kualitasnya. Saatnya menikmati 
kesempurnaan Dji Sam Soe Super 
Premium.' Signed off below: 
'Putera Sempoerna'. 
(‘An Indonesian masterpiece that 
adheres to traditions glorifying 
perfection since 1913. The best 
tobacco and cloves, blended by 
experts and their experience, 
producing a fine taste of Dji Sam 
Soe Super Premium. Each stem is 
specially wrapped to maintain its 
distinctive taste and quality. It's 
time to enjoy the perfection of Dji 
Sam Soe Super Premium.’ Signed 
off below: 'Putera Sempoerna'. 

Gudang 
Garam 
International  

Red Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil. 

Nil Nil 

L.A Menthol  Silver Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil 
embossed with Triple 
Blended™ logo. 

Nil Nil 

Marlboro  Red Nil  
Tag line: 
Icon of 
Flavor 

Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
embossed with the 
chevron. 

Nil Nil 

Sampoerna 
A Mild  

Gold Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil. 

Nil Nil 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Collar Front and Rear Foils 
(specify: coloured, 

textured, or embossed 
with logo or words) 

Resealable 
flaps 

 

Inserts 
Colour Brand name 

 
Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for filter 

Lao PDR  L&M  White Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil 
embossed with ‘L&M’. 

Nil Nil 

Marlboro White with 
a stroke of 
red on the 
collar with 
some white 
Laotian text 
across it. 

Nil Nil Yes (Firm 
Filter™) 

White paper embossed 
with numerous 
‘Marlboro’  

Nil Nil 

Malaysia  Dunhill  Silver  Nil Nil Nil Nil Yes  
Tagline: 
'Dunhill 
Classic', ‘30 
Years of 
Leadership' 
printed on 
the front 

Nil 

Marlboro  Silver Nil Nil Nil Nil Yes 
‘Pro-Seal’ 
embossed 
on the 
front. 

Nil 

Mevius  Silver with 
a black flap 

Nil Nil Charcoal 
filter 

Nil Yes 
‘Re-Seal’ 
printed on 
the flap. 

Nil 

Pall Mall  Silver with 
a green-
and-silver 
flap 

Nil Nil Nil Nil Yes 
‘Taste Seal’ 
printed on 
flap 

Nil 

Winston  Silver Nil Nil Nil Nil Yes 
‘Fresh 
Guard’ 
printed on 
flap 

Nil 

Myanmar London Gold Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil 
embossed with 'London 
Since 1957'. 

nil Nil 

Mevius Silver Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
embossed with Mevius 
trademark. 

Nil Nil 

Red Ruby White Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Kent Core Navy blue Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Winston 
Deep Blue 

Dark blue Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
with eagle trademark 

Nil Nil 

Philippines Fortune 
Tribal  

White Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
embossed with 
‘Fortune Tribal’ 

Nil Nil 

Hope Luxury  Nil Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed bright 
gold aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Marlboro  Nil Tagline: 
Quality You 
Can Trust 

Red 
chevron 

Yes (Firm 
Filter™) 

White paper embossed 
with numerous 
‘Marlboro’ 

Nil Nil 

Philip Morris 
Menthol  

Nil Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed bright 
silver aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Winston  Black Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
embossed with eagle 
trademark 

Nil Nil 
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Country Cigarette 
Brand 

Collar Front and Rear Foils 
(specify: coloured, 

textured, or embossed 
with logo or words) 

Resealable 
flaps 

 

Inserts 
Colour Brand name 

 
Brand 
logo 

Trademark 
logo for filter 

Thailand Falling Rain  Nil Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed bright 
silver aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Krong Thip  Nil Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed bright 
silver aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Wonder  Nil Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed bright 
silver aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

L&M Green  Nil Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed bright 
light green aluminium 
foil imprinted with 
numerous ‘7.1mm’  

Nil Nil 

Marlboro  Black Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
with the embossed 
chevron trademark. 

Nil Nil 

Vietnam 555 Gold  Gold Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
navy blue aluminium 
foil embossed with 
‘State Express’ on the 
front foil. 

Nil Chia Sẻ Lời Tri Ân Tại (Share your 
congratulatory message); 
‘Hút Thuốc Gây Ung Thư Phổi’ 
(Smoking causes lung cancer); 
Vi Tri An La Trao Qua Quy Gui 
Long Thanh’ (Because a present is 
a precious gift, present with 
sincerity) 

Blue Seal  White Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
green aluminium foil 
embossed with ‘Pull’ on 
the front foil. 

Nil Nil 

Craven A  White with 
‘THÊM VỊ 
ĐẬM ĐÀ’ 
(Add a Bold 
Taste) 
printed all 
over the 
collar. 

Nil Yes Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
embossed with Craven 
“A” trademark. 

Nil Nil 

Hoan Kiem 
Menthol  

Nil Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
bright silver aluminium 
foil 

Nil Nil 

Saigon Silver  White Nil Nil Nil Paper-backed silver 
aluminium foil 

Nil Nil 

Thang Long  Silver Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
silver aluminium foil 
embossed with ‘Pull’ on 
the front foil. 

Nil Nil 

Vinataba  Gold Nil Nil Nil Textured paper-backed 
gold aluminium foil 
embossed with 
‘vinataba’ and its logos. 

Nil Khơi Nguồn Cảm Xúc Vụn Đức 
Thành Công (Feeling Inspired, 
Building Success); Niềm tự hào 
của ngành công nghiệp thuốc lá 
Việt Nam (The pride of Vietnam 
tobacco industry); Không Bán 
Thuốc Lá Cho Người ười 18 Tuổi’ 
(Not for sale to people under 18 
years-old); ‘Vinataba, San Pham 
Thuoc La Cao Cap Cua Tong Ty 
Thuoc La Viet Nam’ (Vinataba, 
advanced products of Vietnam 
National Tobacco Corporation) 

Marlboro 
Advance 
Clearsense  

Navy blue Nil Nil Nil White paper embossed 
with a ‘Marlboro’ 
chevron 

Nil Nil 
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